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A PROSPECTIVE: FORENSICS IN T

JAMES A. IlEtiSON

I believe firmly that the 19SO's will challenge the",t4;soureefuln'ess of
directors of fOrensics in ways which we Il\aVt. 110t 62(.401 recent years. I
also believe that, through careful planning and adaphititnow, the activity
can 1)6.' equal to the challenge.

The; first tnilin challenge is going to be budgeting. bi:rcoming this ob-
:stack, will demitml some revittupiug.4 Otir thinking and some innovative
action

,

Fi mostost of us, the days of ronstantlylincreasing.budgets and of ex-
panding programs are overat least for the next few years, Inflation has
already made pa'St budget increasts illusory toil nufily and the rate of in-
flation does not seem likoly to abate, Total univers'ity-budge,ts arc expected
to be strained by sigUlficant 4clincs in the number of students' and at-
tempts to generate additional riw6rnies inertasing tuition may discour-

. age even more students from attending.
Now is obviously the, tinnt for Most of us to fiegin .planning ways to

stretch budget dolrirs. There are several options available to do this. One
is to shorten the length of tournaments.. If Friday-Smiday tournaments
wereut back to Eriday-Saturdaysonic to Saturday only=we could el lin-

einate treinendmoThousing and food costs. hi thbate,, this might'be accom-
plished by curtailing the number of preliminary rounds to five or six and ,
beginning elimination rounds at semis, unless there were over forty teams.
Enforced preparation time and elimination of delays (coaching?) between
rounds could allow scheduling up to .slx rounds of debate a day.

In individual events, a formatwith two preliminary rounds andfinals has
allowed East, Coast schools to ma one-day tournaments tor several years.

, Curtailing the number of events a student could enter would Make it

.lanitS A. 'Benson is Professor and fanner Director of FOrensics, Department of
,Speech and Theatre, Ball State University.

a The Carnegie Council on Policy Studies: in Ilig:her Education report,. Three
Thou.rand Futures: The Next 20 Years in higher Mucatiori, estimates that under-
graduate enrollment in U.S. colleges and universities will proially decline five
to fifteen percent between 1980; nd 20(X) ( "College in 2000: hi less limier "Science
N'eres, Jan. 26, 1980, p. 55); the Census Bureau estimates that the' number of 18-
year-olds in the United State!: will decline nineteen percent over the nest ten years
(Allan ()star, President, American Association of State Colleges. and Universities,
Vita/ Speeches of the Day, Feb. 1, 1980, p. 2.13.)

2 A Study by Bic Stanford lic'search Institute found that every $100 decline in
tuition will increase enrollment more than one percent among students from fam-
ilies earning wore than $12,(XX) a year, and more than seven percent among students
from flimilies earning' less than $6,(XX) a .year. Allan Ostar, Pasidelit, American
Association of State Colleges and Universities, Vita/ Speeches of the Day, Feb. 1,
1980, p. ,
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sibir to gronp iwents and facilitate a one-day tournament. Especially with
individual events (bectmse of the large number of students involved), sav-
ing one nightsiodging and one, days food could stretch the budget sub-
stantially.

Another way to save tilone; is to cmtail awards. NV4ile the gleaming,
hardw;ire for team and individual awards is impessive,, it is a frill with
which we could affonito dispense. With entn fees and tournament admin-
istration costs could lie significantly educeit by eliminating or cmtailing
these through fewer trophies or by replaelinftheni with certificates
or'bOok ;nvards.

Elimination of the coaches' pagy an(Vo the tournament b;impiet would
be yei anothitt way. to facilitate'redueedor eliminatedentry fees.

Coadres,an facilitate such change lay a simpleeomputation of what they
get for their tournament dollar. l or e.sample, if yon run a tournament which
gives trophies tot the top teams ;mil serves coffee-9nd a 'snack on theinorn-
ings of the tournament, yon kninv it (1Oesn't cost $5t) per team to do thR:
Stop paying such a ridiculous fee.

Our nationals, too,..cmild be shortened to become 2-3 (lay toornaments.
Tiik -might 111C7111 regrouping of events, feWer preliminary uninds, or a
tighter schedule. A change, yeslnit it could be done.

A final manner in which to cope with funding problems would be to
launch national campaign to obtain business, philanthropic or govern-
ment. funding for our nationals. Attending nationals is already' a financial
impossanlity for SQ111C, schools 'and, on the scale many of us do it now, a

:111xnry we won't be able to zi,flOrillfdl long."The 'creativity demonstrated by.
frz- stiident!; in competition suggests to me that they.and their coaches possess

the talent to devise a. successful persuasive pitchL-ove simply need to tap
. our available talent.

Declining numbers. of student participants and curtailed participation o
by students on fbrensics teams is the second challenge I perceive. De-

, clining participation will result froni fewer students, from fewer scholar-
-ships as university reycnues decrease or become more--scarce, (rout

morepart-timu'work-by students to defray rising costs of education. Each
factor spells decreased participation in fdrensic activities.
'Thete are seVeral methods by which to adapt to this challspge. One is

a curtailed tournament schedule. Chancesiirte that the typical student can
participateand profit from tournament activity le.'s frequently; than we
assume!Speaking before local, groups as part of a speaker's bureau, before
speech classes, participating in campus debates, or on-the-job speech,eA-
periences through an internship hmight all clAllengingyet less time-
consumingsubstitutes for tournament travel. A curtailed tournament cal-
endar might necessitate r.t44sjon of our thinking regarding qualification
methods for national toiltniaments.

Another adjustment which the constraints of the Eighties will introduce
is that competition,-will increasingly become regiopal, rather than national.
For this reason, it's important that each Director of Forensics do whatever
is possible to assure a her; region, in terms of school: which. sponsor
Programs. If your region s stagnating or dying in tenng of forensic pro-
grams, now is the time to ask -why- and "what can I do ?"

In many areas of the country, the league concept, which sponsors low-
cost, one-day tournaments, has provided a means' for 'fledgling programs
and programs with limited budgets to survive. State'speech organizations
or regional groupings of schools should investigate this means of assisting
the new and the row-budget program.

curtailing of the coaching 'staffs in larger programs is one more ad-
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justment the Eighties is 'likely to generate. As tight ,fiscal 'policies and
accountability inflannee university planning, 1 Relieve we will e \US/1(9We
pressures to curtail released time, for coaching and absences from class's
to attend totunaments with the team, It will he easier to justify teatlti.g
25 students in a class than to coach and travel with .10-15 students in.
speech activities. Stid pressure Will increase. if faculty realize tbat pub-
lication and committee work is more essential to job s'etpritytenure and
proititionthan is two king with an activity.
,Out' important .preparation for coping with this it 6r pressure

to begin sorely-needed empirical investigation to ve .if,1 the claims wt
make for: s'peech activities. For, example, 'does debut ng really intprove
oe'.s analytical abilities; will competition: in extemporaneous spettking
enhance one's ability 'to retrieve iniiiration or 'to organize; do those
who debate make significant improvements in rational thinking, cogent
statement of arguments or deliver; What does a student gainin terms
of iteastirahle abilities from participating in oral interpretation or per-
suasive speaking?

A secOnd method ()<Ontliatting this type of pressure is to consider sub-
stitutes for the tradition_al types of coaching. The student imprsuasion, for
example, might profit from first -hand experience in persuasive campaigns
for local organizations like .the hospital auxiliary or a local business enter-
prise. Expertise gained on- the -job err through internship47 experiences
eonld he transferred to a town:fluent setting. Oral interpreters might learn
from participation'in local drama groups, service clubs which recreate lit-
erature for'cltildren, or institutionalized groups and transfer this learning

. to the tournament .round, A cadre systemhaving experienced students
assist with the coaching of the novices might be a x,iablc Altition, too.
. A final, challenge' I will Mention is that of:working with incoming stu-

dents who may be less competent and less -turned on to the rigors of
tournament competition. As Alexander Astirr, professor of higher educa-
tion, UCLA, and president, Higher Education Research Institute, Los An-
geles",deserilies the situation,

A \noxetillbtle jnterpretation i.e that declining coMpetenee levels 1it.1 de-
dining college attendance rates are manifystations of a common underlying
'condition: students arc becoming less committed to, and less turned on by,
the academic experience in generalless attracted to activities that involve
reading, writing, memoriking, debating, abstracting,' critical thinking, and
intellectual exploration. this avoidance of things intellectual and academic
is, of course, closely tied in xviarthe students' feelings of competence:
sadents will tend to avoid things they feel' ari t(x) difficult or tl4tt they
cannot master or comprehend, regardless or what grades their gachers
might give them . , Students, in other words, are not being fooled by

',their high grades ... .3

Astin's suggeqeit remedies might prove fruitful ,for each of 4 ask stn...
dents*to invest more of themselves in education; demon .d more Iteademic
studies in degree programs; increase homework assignments; 'decrease
4-iassive learning; and use competency examinations.'

One thing appears certain to this observer: the challenges of the Eighties
will he significaift. However; the methods to eonfroot these ..(1* dlenges
also appear to be ample. Planning now, to determine fie best me hods of
adjusting, seems to be paramount, to preserving a vibrant activit Let us
hope we are up to the challenges of the 1980's.

3 Ale!<:111(r NV. Astin, "College Enrollment: The icreed for Bold Solutions,-
fishr's Weekly, Oct. 29, 1979, p. 55. 4

I bid . , p. 56:
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THE SURVIVAL OF FORENSICS IN A
TIME OF CRISIS

4

1111.1., JR.

There is something faintly.arrogant about writing an es. sacsucli as this.
Perhaps it is the assumptio) that one is sullicint4: perceptive to foresee
accuratery the coming .decade. At tlitsame time, tho.assignmnt is a bit
scary;",Aller all, one is committing guesses to paper. When another editor

.a decade hence looks back at the predivtions we offer here, IlOW hard Will
he or she laugh? There is a teinptation to take refuge in a series of very de-
tailed .predictions a la Jean Dixon. If the list isIong enough, surely some of
them will come true. These 'can I.; clutched as ego insurance, while the,
others are quickly consigned to the dust bin. It is in, this spirit that the fol-
lowing are offered.

(I) At sonie.poiut in the etecade, the average rate of speaking for 1-Ali s

will ross six hundred w.p.m.
(2)- numffer of imlivSdnals on a standard, debate teat)) will be in-
:. creased to three: two will talk and the okher will help carry evidence.

(3) Decathalon (i.e., hest score in tenevents) will replace Tentathalon
as the Standard I.E.. combo award.

. .

In a more serious 'yein; there are'forces Ht work Whiell'1110tit mea n
that the debate and iinfiVidual'events programs which we know today will
be radiCally different ten years friim pow. Sonke of those forces are internal,

'and others are really.external to frensics. They are the causes which 'Mist,
he understood if we are to leave ally chance of prediction.

The philosoPhy dtl scenic coaches and a few institutions notithstanding,
most of the prottission 'chi:fines debate as an eduCational activity. We cyr-n
thinly all operate within 'educational institutions. As such, there is no way
for forensics to avoid the impact of some very solidly-based 'predictions
facing higher education as a whole. The total number of students attending
college in the Eighties is goiml- to decline. This will mean a loss of direct
revenues from tuition and a decline in government revenues which are
Pied to enrollment. It is not impossible 'that financial supPort for higher
edneatiiin will actually decline, at least in terms of 'real dollars. Atlhe
same time thatrevenues are slowing down, the expenses which all colleges
face are growing rapidly: Utility-costs are one exampleenergy is just as

theexpensive for the college as it is for l homeowner.aomeowner. Eli.7etricity bills alone
of over $125,000 a month are not unusual. Wages for support Staff and
faculty salaries are growing faster than revennes7The end result of all of
this is a financial squet.zeThe funding problem (it might he called a crisis)
is real, and it is nationwide.
. Educational '4chrrinistrators are' not magicansthey are not going to he

able to pull money out of the air. That means that almost every college is'
going to ht,, tnrced to reduce or perhaps eliminate some programs: The
degree to which these pressures will directly affect forensics programs is
hard to predict. In those institutions where a solid base bE support exists
for forensics, chances are .that the programs will survive. 'It seems likely

Sidney R. dill, Jr. is Director of Forensics and Associate Professor of Commu-
nication-at Missis\ippi State University.

3
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erthat the most crucial support group will Ile among our departmental ol-
leagues, In flaw institutions wher forensics is well-integrated into the
overall academic program, mild where our fellow Inculty members under-
stand and support the goals of forensic training, the fintre looks fairly
bright. There liee institutions %vlire this is not the case, There are de-
purtments where forensics programs exist on sufferance, and there are
institutions. NVIletts the forensics program has totally lost a departmental
affiliation. In these cases,,the Eighties may not be a pleasant experience.
Administrative support, based either On 0 memory (by Dean, Veep, or
President) of his or her OW11 undergraduate debate experienir or on a
personal relationship with the debate coach, is notliously fifties. More
and more states are moiling toward increased, oversight of higher educa-
tion by off - campus agencies. This trend most likely will continue into the
Eighties avil it is .naive to expect that forensics programs will not be af-v
tcted. s

In predicting' the effect 9f' financi'al exigencies on forensies,,we mole
divide existing programs info three groups. One of these consists of a small
imiliber.ofpnigranis whose funding is intlependit of the revenues of the
institution ofovhich they are a part. Some of these enjoy 'endowments; ,.
others receive regular donations from alunini or well-to-dn -friends'' of the.
program. Althougll this group will experience some of the financial diffi-
culties caused by the increase in travel expenses, in general they Avill
contiiiiie to operate as they have in the past. Their secured funding pro-
vides insurance against pressures to nuke utajor adjustments.

A 'second group of programs consists of those where tournament com-
petition is not the central focus of forensics. These operate in a variety Of
settings, but all share two scharneteristics. They involve relatively large
numbrs of studynts and they expend relatively small amounts of money
in oft- ;lc:hyalites. Campus debates and forums, legislative assem-
lIlies, public advocacy programs, etc. are among the sorts of events in
which these programs are involved. This second group 'also may be ex-
pected to continue into the Eighties vith little structural change. Their
security is provided, by a lesser dependenck on funding to achieve their
educational objectives.

The tlird and last group comprises the vast bulk of intercollegiate fo-
rensics programs now operating. Although differing widely in the philos-
ophy of the coaching personnel, the nature of the educational institution
at which they are housed, and the success which students experience

.

while involved, these programs share one dominant trait.. The core,the
central focus, of the forensics experience is the competitive tournament.
In some eases, that competitive focus i; on the varsity debate team. In
others, it is on an individual events squad. In either caser these prognsins
may expect significant changes in the Coming decade.; The funZling prob-
lems of higher education make it increasingly unlikely that "Institutions
will continue to be willing to spend, thousands of dollars supporting the
travel of six to eight 'students.

For this third group, the Eighties wilkbe a decade of change. Different
schools will react in difticrent, ways, but .4,4o fairly obvious Ortidictions
stand out.

(1) The number of ttmrnaments which makeup a squad's travel season
is going to decrease. Even with deregulation of air fares, the basic mode
of transportation for (the overwhelming majority-1)f debate teams remains

thrrrai- or van. The cost of automotive travel goes up almost monthly. If
the assume that the availability of gasoline doesn't become a problem, we
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cannot ignore .th impa4. Of rising prices. For many forensics.progtrams, a
riO4:, increase in the price of gas translates into an effective 50% cut in the
debate budget. -

('') 'Hie number of assistant debate coaches is going to de2.1ino. There
is a well-publicized glut -in the academie job market. As a result, the num-
ber of students entering graduate sc11001 eAch year is no longer increasing
as it did in the Sixties and Seventies. Many institutions already acknowl-
edge tliat they are ("xperiencing difficulty in filling graduate assistankhips.
Graduate ilt,gree-granting institutions frequently depend on teaching assis-
tants to staff their NISI( COUttit'S. they will be letis likely to assign one of
those assistant% to work with forensics if it means that a basic course section
must go untaught.

lligh school debate coaches for many years hay(' had to worry about
financing their travel programs. Nlany.of them are'quit familiar with fund-
raising scheniis, and it is likely that at least some college coaches will
have to learn from them. The scramble for dollars isn't a great deal of fun,
but When the choices ,are limited to raising nionty or closing down the
program coaches may f(pil that their own values shift a bit. While here is
,nothing inherently Wrokg with seeking to qiise outside money to support
a f,,,reosies are some dangers of which we should be aware.

It seems most unf rtun'ate to shift the main financial burden to the stu-
dents themselves. In many instances, that would mean effectively denying
an opportunity to participate to many students. This is not just a pnablem
for the traditional illinoritNronps. There are many white., Anglo-Saxpn,
Protestant males who are already feeling the pinch of rising tuitions, More
costly books, higher rent, etc. These costs are not goitig to stabilize inl the
Eighties They are going to continue to go up just like all the other costs
in highef education. To allow forensics to degenerate into an activity
where only the relatively well-to-dii can participate would destroy a basic
justification for its existence. Scholarships are not a realistic answer. If thb
institution has the money to support a program, then scholarships ve a
useful recruiting device. But if the,basic funding of the program is in
danger, it is surd to expect that Inoney will be forthcoming for forensics
scholarships.

Some institutiais have Tong relied on financing front student activity
fees. Others have begun to look that way in recent year's. This seems to he
a potential ,trap. First, student fees must support a wide range ofActivities.
All of these will he needing. more mone. 'flue general financial-squeeze
makes it unlikely that any great untapped pool exists to devote to the
support of forensics. Perhaps even more importantly, sturtent financing is
inherently (instable.' Even the most diplomatic debate coach can do little
when a campus '-reform- group swectis into office determined to change
things. Studenk, as is true of faculty/admiiiistrative groups, sometimes:like.,
to change things simply for the sake okaying they changed something. It
is a way of having an impact, and that is a tempting goal. Pity the poor
forensics director whose budget gets -changed- along with everything
else. Their are certainly forensics. programs whose directors have played
the student politics game successfully for many years. It is always possible
to secure student support for projects on a short-t&nn basis. Yet the insta-
bility is also there, and it seems to be a dangerous path to follow. There
are times, and iustitutions, where it may be necessary for survival. As a
widespread solution, however, the dangers seem to outweigh any tem-
porary advantages.

So far this paper has focusedlonrchanges which we may 'expect from
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forces essentially external to the foreitsies program. There will, most likely
be other elkanges resulting from noiternal forces. Some ttendsxyllich lit g to
in aut clearly are in time vith interestS of contemporary
college students and will flourish in tilt -coming ilecaile. Individual events
competition will continue to burgeon in all directions.. Nlore students xvinaw
attracted to ISE. contests is these provide an outlet for competitive urges
while reasonable bahliee be.Rveen diort and re,ard
received. 'Hie total number of different events undoubtedly will increase
as well. Even if some Of those now found (c.g. original poetry interp)
mreil'ully die off, tournament directors will continue to invent wjw forms.
It is, after all, an interesting diversion ntl dot's prOvido ap excuse to 'give
inv.ay another set of trophies. Moretwer, there is always the chance of
striking alt. iinsiispected pool of interest and going.doxvii iii forensics his-
'tory as the l'inintling Father of Impromptu, Ilhet. Grit.

(.1E1)A-study debate may he expected to g'roxv. both :15 a vehicle for
exposifig trite 110'ICVS (I.tN,, not high school hot - slots) to the debate process
and as ah i.nhe ri ntly valtiable event. Given the competitive instincts of
debate coaches, (:E1)A mast liktly will ;iritIii.1 the cooling decade in a
series of sipiabbles over eX.actly that -the CEDA philosophy- means. A
great deal of energi, twill be expended in the tflort tomaintain a distinvtion
littx;),enl.:EDA and N DT:style debating. Those efforts may or may not be
sucessful.

Tht;re is no reason not to expect that the Eighties will bring changes to
the practice of forensics. Every other iltcatle certainly has ()illy a lexv of
theta hate been discussed 14re. Some of tht changes will te subtle, and
years trill pass before their fitll impact is recognized. ()titers will be mori
r,st aural innitediatt iii their effect..);otile of the changes will be good

for the discipline, and scum we hope not. maltywill be bad.. Some of
tht' things that we greet joyfully as Jilajor advances will turniout not to be
so beneficial as we anticipated. Fortimattly,,soint of the things we view
with such alarm twill produce compltttly\iirexpeetetlatIvantagt..s.

There is one filial prediction of which this author is completely confi-
dent. The Eighties %Yin see the pul+lication of a riumber of essays argiiiiirz
that the whole field is -going to hell in a .liandbas4et.- That is not so.
There is an inherent vitality in the process of learnii4; how to deal ration-
ally with problems which scents-to defy any of our attempts tokill it off.

4
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FORENSICS IN THE 1980'SPREDICTIONS
AND PROJECTIONS

,1:\l:1: II. I IMVE

To predict accurately the direction that forensics will take in the .11180'.%
would require a crystal ball. So much for predictions. Projections, however,
are extensions of contemporary conditions and, as such, at least have a
springboard before they leap untrammeled into space.' This pro} nostica-
tion_will attempt to rely farrnore ott projections than On predictions, and
On at consolidation of advances already made.

In 11 previous article in Speaker and Gavel, the author noted that\ the
'970's %Vas an explosive decade for forensics. '1'1w 1980's should, therefore,

wanes,: a (killetletilti011 in tliy process of change.
At the opening of the 1970s, more than half the intercollegiate forensic

tournaments in the I./nat.(' States were strictly debate tournaments.' By
the opening of the 1980's, the three types of tournaments (debatet only,
speechcombining debate and"individual events, and individual events
only) were divided nearly evenly33.1% dtVite, 36.9% speech, and 29.7%
individual events.2 'Projecting from' this and the .fact that the growtti of
individual events tournaments and the decline of debate tournaments has
slowed ,markedly in the last few years, the author asserts that the three
types of tournaments' will remain in relativ ;balvice during the 1980's
wtth each accounting for approximately a thi of all tOnrnament. activity.
As-a concotnitiq of this, he predicts that the few schools-17iTTir that:
have ignoied individual events prograins anl clung solely to debate pro-
graniS he obliged expand into the area of individual events com-
petition.

Individual events activity, as iniplied in the above. paragraph, should
continue to occupy a major portion of the forensic scene in the 1980's,and
perhaps become dominant if mittnut_so already,. The missionary' zeal of the
converts to individual events that characterized the 1970's should; fade

-Somewhat during the 1980's. With that proess, perhaps the tendimcy to
extreme proliferation of events at tournaments will be curbed. Within the.
individual events picture, there may be tendency toward events requir-
ing less individual preparation as our students generally resist activities
that call for more of their time.

Debate on its part shoidd experience continued experimentation during
the 1980's. One anticipates both 'continued growth for the Cross-Exami-
nation Debate .kssociation which should be able to establish itself firmly
in the northeast during this decade, and also for individual debivte whether
that forni, is using the CEDA topic Or some other one. In hug the use of
multi-topics by debater's should greatly expand during this decade. C
is inaugurating the decade by returning to a System, in force froin-19

jack H. Howe is a Professor Of Speech. and Direeto-r-of Forensics at California
State University at ong Beach. He is the current President of Delta Sigma Rho-Tan
Kappa Alpha,
'For the year. 196 70, 53.7% of all .collegiate_tournaments offered only debate.

jack II. Howe, Intercollegiate Speech Tour-mimeo Results, IX (1969-70); 85.
'T jack H. Howe, Intercollegiate Speech Tournament Results, XIX (1979-80), p.

96.
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i
1975 xarreb two topics vould us,ed cacti year. Experimentation althig
inulti-topic lines is now occurring in \N'ashington state. It is not unlikely
that by the end of this decade, debaters will. nonnally deal with two or
three or as Mai*. as six triples in the course of a debate season.

Iiating all end' to inflation and declining school enrollments, two items
abo.ut which the author's crystal ball js imiriky, tournaments in the 1980's
will surely change from those known in previous decades. A tendency was
nuteil. during the last,three years of the 197(1's for tournaments to attract
b-Oth fever schools and fexi'er actual participants than formerly.. There is
no reason to exPect this trend hot to continue, ;lS it %%'01)1(1 appeal" to be
base({ etsMitially on declining forensic budgis and increased tournament
etat.S., ONO nLillstunes betStt'll which even the most prosperous forensics`
ihrectornite.4 ultimately he enslied. The author predicts two results from
this siticitiOn.!1:irst; thew will be slight tendency toward three-day tour-

, 4

naineiltS'kaS opposed-t($ the t \VO-day meet that is Standard limy). This pre-
dit:tiou is b.,ised On thc, assumption that forensics directors will feel that if
the }' are going to ciursiderable travel expense in :ittendisg a distant ton(-
nainent: then it shook! be 01ie involving both dhate and 'inch-

events..URI numertms.preliminary. and elimination rounds of each.
Seconi there iall-be a tendency back to the one-day tournament found
in the 'ea blest iltys of tournament activity. The author expects to see fair
more drrrii by city or nii:tropolitaltarea leagues, such :is the 'Twin Cities
Forensic League noxv operating so successfully in the
Paid itrea, during the 11180's than fOrnierly. Stu,;11 leagues, operating a series
Of one-day tournaments for member schools located no more than 100
miles from a tournament site, could obviate lodging hills. curtail food ex-
petise arid Bruit tr.4.1isportation costs to manageable figures, while still
OrOl.Vbilltr, a SIII)Stalltial :l11101111t Of forensic competition.

A vital aspect of the tonrnamnt process is judging of events. And, of
course,.complaints al mt ,judging are not to forensics. The itutlror is
sure that \vlu"11 (lel) tes sere held in Ih schools of Athens or in medieval

.t144,iversitis dcba ers conlplained that smile judges did not keep adequate
-flow-papyri- or -flow-slates." "The (1alikrina-bigh schools have sought to
attack this problem currently from an iimisaial direction by' forbidding the
kepiiig of Now - sheets it all, thereby forcing the debaters to communicate
clearly enough- .ind siiiiimarite often enough so that the judge can retain
what he is hearing. It is unlikely, however, that this system will find favor in
the Coliege circuit. The major complaints the author has heard in recent
years about judginghas centered nut uu debate, but rather in individual
events, which is ini(Jrstandable titota;:is they have more recently leapt
into proptinimIce. The gist of the complaints would seem to lie, :Lis°, not
so much with allegations Of incompeterae,on the part of judges (ceitainly
the'cliief coiri Of debaters about judges), but rather mi the lack
of universal st iidards,,on which judgment can be based. The oral
na t .er with au c attar -charged program svhic h he of she projects physically

a... orally will receive first vlacr in some parts oldie country, last place'
in othrs'. The California ex,positor with his or her visual aids ;Ind humor-
studded speech will find heavy going,in the ea...t. Evn the impromptu speak-
er l%'11O dOl'S well in his own :treat may be nonplussed by the topics he
ilraws.at a distant Mitritament. While the antlior suspects it will 10e impos-
sible really to standairji74. judging so long as judges are lininan (and he
thormighly.anticipatey,l,n4,,,not in this next derade, a mechanical judging

that will id the human factor), it does seem likely that
attempts will be made during the 1980 's to produce hi writing national

1 '.
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standards for all individual events. Either the N FA or the AEA will take
the lead in doing this (and the other organization will rapidly follow with
its Own standards). The TIIVIV production of national judging standards Will
certainly not solve the problem (4ny morta.t.haij the creation of a code of
ethics for debate in the 1970's solved ethical problems in that area), but
conscientious judges twill at least be given a guideline that Will transcend
the preferences of their local areas.

As a final note, the author will advance a -prediction- that is' probably
more of a wish on his part than anything, else. Hopefully, during Or 1980s,
the articles that are being accepted tor the journals that deal with forensics
will witness it return to those of a more practical nature that have ready
utility in the work forensics directors are doing. Our generation of speech
educators has mutely followed the lead of government bureaucrats and
pseudo- scientists in equating the obscure with the impressive, the mule-
ciphcrable'with the significant, and the verbose with the v;iluable. It may
well take SOUR' new periodical, perhaps called Practical Forensics., to re-

veaf a need for the easily understood article from which the reader 4nay
derive immediate benefit. But whatever it requires, the author Lopes that

1980's will not pass without such a movement's being undertaken.
The 1980's can be an exciting time for forensics in tht United States.

Hopefully, in the midst of the excitement, we, as directors of the ;lctivity,
will not forgm Qial our students engage in forensics not just for enjoyment
and competitioitt also for values that will remain with them for the rest
of their lives..

ti
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INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE IN THE
1980'SA GUESS

-rem As J. HYNES, j11..

The title of this essay reflects the trepidation with which I approach this
tank. My own.feelings were well, expressed by John McIntire in an essay.
called "The Prospects for Conflict."

Few intellectual endeavors are more fraught with hazard than those of the'
'futurist'. One would assume that the hazards of peering into the future are
so well known as to discourage all but the stout heart or those so instifri- ,
tionally faceless as to be inulated from the righteous protest of contem-
poraries who have heft persuaded to carry umbrellas on a rainy day.'

I will partition this essay into three sections: debate and educational
administration; debate and del) to tournament5; debate and debate coach-
ing. At the beginning of this discussion, I should Aarn that some 'of my
projections will imply fear of an end to debate as I know it. IN addition,°
there will be some suggestion that such changes will,be less satisfying to
me than the present condition 'of academic debate. I hope that these will,
not effect this essily.too greatly. Mariy of those things which I played some
small part creating during the 197 Ys will be changed fir-the 1980'. Mist>,"
likely, such changes will be con.'stent with changes in education at large
during the '80's. Much of thistvolution will undoubtedly be good. Such
alterations would be resisted bee:ruse change is often -riskyNnd risk is -

often unpleasant for those who succeed under the existing order. Llielieve
that Vhe ,framework for these changes will have sonic of the followidg
characteristics. ii

Debate and Educational Administration

Recent demographic projections suggest changes in the composition of
college and university populations during the next ten 'years. Such projec-
tions suggest that many,c:olleges and universities will serve fewer students
thuirthey did in ,the .!fig's and '70's; and that the (I( nographic character-
istics of these students will be differ6nt from .thos of colleges and urn-
versities.of earlier years. While the majority otstudetts.will remain 18-21
year olds, the proportion of older students ptrstfinga college ..education .
for reasons eooted in a desire for personal, enrichment will increase. The
composition of debate programs may he forced to change. '

Attthe same time, the willingness of the publicboth for state and pri-
vate supported colleges and universities to provide continued high levels
of financial support to debate appears to have been tempered. In the face
of projections that the days of constant economic growth. have ended, pri-
vately contributors as well as the voting public are contributing less to higher
education than they did,in the past. Gov. Y. Brown of Kentucky, fir
example, in the face of declining revenues, called for financial cutbacks
throughout the state university system. This reflects an environment that

Thomas J. Hynes, Jr. is Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts and Speech and Di-
rector of Dbale at the University of Louisville.

I john J. NIcIntire, "The Prospects For Conflict," in The Future of Conflict (Wash-
ington D.C.: National Defense University Press, 1979), p. 31.
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began in the 1970's and will more than likely continue through the 1980:s.
One of in,, colleagues has gone as-ofar as to say that we have reached and
passed the apex of American Education. Whether this is the cease, it seems
likely that the.1980's will bring increasing calls for programmatic .jufifi-
cation and'accountability in higher education.

Delia le could equally well prosper or suffer greatly in such an environ-
i4ment. As has been the case with debate programs before, that fate may

well be determined by the interaction between forensics director and
versity administrators. While there may be some fundamental changes in
the debate activituring the next decade, the prospects of making com-
petitive debate a large participation Tietivity is unlikely.' If the director is
unable to sell, or the administrator unable to accept; the premise that
substantial per person expenditures are justified, then debate is likely to
face severe retrenchment.

Given these situations, I {relieve that there will be increasing demands
upon the forensics director to be all things to all people. To satisfy the
deniandN- for promotion and tenure, he/she will be required to spend in-
creasing time ori research and publication. Tosatisfy the-competitive rigors
Of the debate activity, he/she will continue to spend many hours becoming
familiar with materials on the current debate topic. Classroom responsi-
bilities and the associated preparations will continue. At the same time,
there will he pressures to sell the ?rebate Program to the academic com-
munity as something which pmvides a valued service to that community.
All of these thhigs have been true in the past. I believe, however, the
demands of the 1980's will be far greater than' those previously experi-
enced. Ilow individual directors, as well as professional organizations deal
with these issues, and how the case for debate is made to university ad-
ministrators will in large part determine the continued survival of debate
in the 1980'.

Debate may look very differently in the 1980's than it has looked in the '
1970's. The Miptaranc oldie debate tournament as the central feature of
academic debate may well have,reacheel its height in the 19Z0's. This will
l the topic of the second section of this essay.

p

Debate and Debate Tournaments
The 1930's, 19.10'4, and 19.50's saw the development of the debate tour-

nament as a method to stretch debate budgets. Bather than spend large
amounts of money on a few trips for only a few debates, the debate tour-

nament became a'nwthod for having a large number of debates for a single
trip. During the 1670's, the debate tournament was institutionalized as the
expected forui of intercollegiate debate. Literally hundreds of participants
would descend upon a single college campus, for a weekend olanywhe're
from six to twelve debates for an individual team. Moreover, the beginning
of the 1970's saw participation of debate teams from all over the nation at

This refers largely to the highly competitive, largely evitlencfcil-oriented National
Ifhate Tournament style of debate, The time demands on such ilebilters'is such
that mass participation is unlikely. This may well posh tradenair debate in tae
direction of.,,,lusively -off topic- or individual eventsTurinats. As indicatd ahoy( ,

I would resist this tendency for myself, and wish good luck to those who are more
inclined in that direction, My position Obviously is that the high level of intensity
associated with NiT)T debate will decrease the number of participants, but that the
value to each participant will be great.

a. I
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wide variety of tournaments, creating a large minnher,of -natiOnal debate
tournaments."

For-many, the clays of national Wuxi on a weekly basis will end. Even
where there are the financial resources for ic national travel .pattem,.there
will still be reason# to increase Or importance of regional debate corn -petition. While any one program may be able to travel to a number of
regions in the country, the number of schools that will continue this prac-tice will undoubtedly decrease during the next ten years. As the quality
of competitiOn li,ngely dictates the quality of debate, the stronger the re-glottal debate, the stronger a program will be. The National Debate Tour-
nament will undoubtedly return to being one of the few occasions where
a Iiirgg number of nationally prominent teams meet. For those wishing a
return to a time ''when giants walked the earth," this may be a hope forthe 1980's.

There may well he art increase in public debates during the 1980's. On
the surface; such will appear to be an austerity move. I believe that such
will be a sign of false itisterity. That is, there will he some monetary savings
at the outset from such programs. In the long-itm, however, as student
demand increases, and interest expands, public .11ebate with other schoolswill take*on costs greater thantfcturniunent debate, especially on a perstudent and per debate basis. But public debates may well be important
to debate in the I980's, if only to prove to critics that the sapre students
who succeed in tournaments by speaking quickly can succeed as well with
audiences when they speak less quickly. I believe that this point should
be discussed in a little detail. There has been a history of rey.,arch studies
in the area of critical thinking and dekite. The results have been less than
satisfying for some readers. The reason for this lack of satisfaction is de-
rived from debate's attractiorr,to already, critical students. Debate, the study
critics argue, does not increase critical 'thinking. Rather, debate attracts
critical thinkers. Thus, the critics argue, there is little evidence aside from
testimonial evidence, that there are some unique values te4 debate, What
I believe to be important here is that debate provides a place in a univer-
sity for snub thinkers. While critical thinking ability may not be indepen-
dently caused by academic debate, the activity provides ant encouraging
and competitive environment for such students. There are few enough
places where students can avoid a challenge to succeed. My position is
theft the provision of such opportunities to au admittedly small number of
students should justify the activity. Hence, the arguments which have
loomed over the speed of delivery and other objections tat NDT debate
may well succeed in tinus of budget crisis, This will undoubtedly affect,at least temporarily, the debate toirrnament. From my own perspective,tthis is unfortunate,

A final area in which the 1980'smay bring change for debate will he in
the role of the debate coach.. This wit! be,the final area of discussion of
this essay. )

olk

Debate and Debate Coaching
)(..hate and debate Coaching at ode point in time were among the pri-

ary corridors to the speech profession. Great numbers of the presentIc adership in the speech profession found their beginnings in debate.
1 tore was once a tirne when an active director of forenNics could both

ork competitively with his/her teinnis, teach classes, and still have time
ailable for some publicationat leatit enough to justify -continued re-
rds as in faculty member. Those days seem gone forever as we move

.A.
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into the 1980'sVatis,' is brut for several reasons. First, the speech com-
IMIlliCation/pr4f(issinn has become more specialized. Those who would

,J.,, ,
Walla:WI a COO:Pe,fill pODOCar1011 record must achieve one in the same
lashion,Jhatjt,isObtained in other fieldswith graduate assistance, Con-
centratediY2sei4li, aud'a im-ge amount of time available for research and
rewrite/At tho.satne'tino., however, the Opportunity for debate coaches to

. ti) all piOple And with the end of these
days 7:-ome some serious chokes for the debate roach of the 1980.s.
Ffist' we piny see the end of the (lays of the profesSional director of
debate. -If universities do not see fit.to reward the direction of a debate
program in a fashion suited to the time 'effort x'vhih must bu devoted
-to that ativity,.then Nye may cease having our graduates as debate coaches.
There has been vine of this tendency in the 1970.s. This looms js a greater
possibility for tit/ Second; we may see greater application of debate-
related researchto.thi. journals or other professional fields. If the debate
coach of the 1980's wishes to maintain his/her position as debate director,,
and: at the shire time participate in scholarly activities', he/she may well',
tc.s,fthe acc4Pta1>i ity otitis or her debate work in other profesSional journals.
It is com.4:1Vablo'for example, that much of the researiehdone by debaters
on a variety ofiforfics,may be, with work, suitable for publication in sonic
non-speech scholarLy:outVet.AtheApressure for publication continue,s for
the director;: it will be undOtibrevikthe case that he/sh will.einploy the
re;:enrch expertise of debAtersinn cooperative effort to share their knowl-
edge in:soMeotion-,eompetitive fOrtnn. Such an avenue may in fact reinforce
the valinrolthe..research that any of us Presently direct as debate coach -.

example, the-re was. not a way to escape a thorough and: detailed
knowledge of the evolution of the First Amendinekit free expreSsion rid-

by the Snpreme Court in work on the topi of mass media commu-
nication. There is no clear evidence that these Ands have been translated
into efforts to share that information with legal yilblications to date. Pe-
riodically, the debate community has been callud upon to offer its. expertise
itt,,the end of a debate year to various policy makers Wholuity be C(Tcerved
with a debee prOblent area. We may see that effort directed to the editors
of scholarly journals, where We ina; well have an important test of the
-value of our resOrch.

'I believe that, like, ',ill other things:debate will either change as its en-
vironment changes, or it will die, I have suggested some things which at:)
the present time scene- likely futures for the activity. These futures, of
course, are largely basell oir the present that I can now view. It was in

w.1937 that a' high level An rican research commission projected future
-.weapon development, at in doing so missed a few small innovations of

the next decade: jet eng to, radar, rocket propelled missiles, and nuclear
weapons. As Alvin Toffler writes:

1"1:o serious futurist deals in predictions. These are left Tor television oracles
;ind newspaper astrologers. No one even faintly fainiliar with the complex-
ities of forecasting lays claim to iihsolute knowledge of tomorrow. In those

Ideliciously ironic words purported to a Chinese proverb: 'To prophesy is
extremely difficnItespecially with respect to theInture.3

I have devoted a great number of hours to academic debateboth as an
:idvoqate and as an educator. I have strong beliefs that what I do hits value

Alvin Tofiler, Future Shock (New York: Bantam Books, 1970), p. 5.
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for4-t4 dents with whom I am associated. I hope that as the activity
continues sto evolveas it (lid from the syllogistic disputatiniI can
accept such evOlutibnal, and evaluate it justly. Debate is by no means the
final word in education method. in this regard, I hope that we continue tomake improvements in the future. I hope that all of us can adapt to thosechanges, and avoid attacking an activity which should continue to attract
good Minds to the speech profession. May I never be among those who
turn on an activity which gave me an introduction to the speech profession.
I am certain that the future will bring some things to debate which I will
view as a beginning of the end of the activitymuch in the same way that
changes during the 1970's brought such cries from coaches and participants
of earlier times. h hope when that rime conies, I will remember the intel-
lectual challenge and competition which I believe will always remain thecore of the a and remain silent when tempted t, call once again:for the return ) c clime when it was great.

()ti
4
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POLICY NAT: THEORETICAL BATTLEGROUND
OF THE EIGHTIES

THOMAS ISAACSON AND ROBERT BRANHAM

With the growing application of the policy - making paradigm during the
1970's, a number of difficulties and questioRs arose which remained un-
resolved by, the decade's end.. If this view of debate is to continue to
prosper it is likely that its proponents will need to address effectively and
to resolve these issues, as well as other questions that will inevitably arise.
This process of paradigmatic adaptation to emerging problems and issues
is likely to provide the major theoretical battleground of the coming de-

)cade.
Perhaps the most persuasive of the many issues in the application of

policy - making to academic debate is that of the appropriate role and limits
of fiat. Because debate resolutions stipulate only that a given program or
condition should be adopted, focus is given not to whether the affirmative
plan is probable but rather to whether it is desirable. This latter deter-
mination is based upon the hypothetical adoption of the affirmative
plan regardless of the real likelihood of this occurrence. The use of fiat is
designed. to promote the questioning of Man desirability.

By its nature, the use of fiat violateS1in assumption of normalcy in that
it asks us to evaluate that which will not come to pass given the compo=
salon of the present system. Two reasons seem to justify the view that
assumptions of normalcy should be ignored only with great caution. One
possible benefit of the policy-maker paradigm is an educational one in that
its use may provide sonie expekience and knowledge in the kinds of
thought processes undertaken by. real policy makers. Rwlevancy may be
viewed as an important concern in this enterprise, placing a premium upon
the ability of both teams to bring to bear "real world" issues revolving

Aaround plan adoption. If a view of fiat allows the affirmative to use a set
of attitudes to fuel its inherency position and yet, possibly, to deny the neg-
ative the ability to reference these attitudes in support of plan attacks, such
a use of fiat might be seen as abusive, Unacademic and unfair.

One resolution"of the; fiat-normalcy tension has been to minimize devia-
tions from oormalcy and thereby restrict the use of fiat to only what is
required to Permit a reasoned debate to occur. Some form of fiat is assumed
bysthe logical requirements of a " should" - predicted` proposition. However,
a variety of important,theoretical disputes are generated by the inevitable
tradeoff liQtween additional fiat powers granted to the affirmative am.lethe
aspinption of normalcy: To assume normalcy is to employ traditions tests
of evidence and predictive aVysis to decide bow phlicy makers would
deal with the questions posed by the affirmative plan. Hence, the true
tradeoff is one of choosing'betweenimposing an artificial constraint and

-depending upon the debaters' skills to evaluate the issue surrounding the
process of adopting the affirmative plan.

I

%

Problems of Fiat
, ..-

One controversial example of a probitim with title policy-making para-
digm concerns the point in the policy process at which, the affirmative fiat

,--
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intervenes. The common view is that fia ssumes the adoption of the plan
_into law (Congressional passage and Presidential signing) of the affinna7
tive proposal) FrOm this perspective, the affirmative plan is the legislative
output of the paradigm.

. .
Numerous alternatives to this view of fiat could te advanced. Most re-

strictively; the affirmative plan may he seen as the hill placed into the
hopper for possible Congressional consideration, Such an approt,ichiwadd
render all "inherent" cases undebatable since they woul4 never- be
paSsedcreating both feasibility and topicality problems.

Other'alternafives would permit the affirmativelfiat powers beyond the
common view. Judges might permit the affirmative not only to adopt but
also to implement its proposal through the provision of adequate funds,
personnel and jurisdiction, on both an immediato and continuing basis
consistent with-the original intent. Given the frequency with which real
policy mandates falter after adoption due to unsuccessful implementation,'
this represents a considerable expansion of _fiat, Some resolutions might
require that a condition be satisfied ("Resolved: That all Americans should
be gainfully employed") whereas others refer only to plan passage ( ''Re-
solved: That a program of land use control should be enacted"). Becaue
the affirmative has the ability to fiat the existence of the cir.einstances
specified in the topic, the former type of resolution might permit the fiat
of a fully implemented policy becauke the affirmative would not become
topical until that 41d (gairiful employment) is 4.chieved. Resolutions of the
latter (and considerably inure common) form permit no such inference.
Without passing final judgment on such a development, it could be noted
easily that neither the simulation of a real world policy maker as an edu-
cational nor the assumption of normalcy as a practical goal are
well served by the expansion of fiat to include implementation. Moreover,
given the importance of implementational problems Ureongressional pol-
icy efforts, to fiat this issue away rvmves both a critical real world sol-
vency barrier and valuable weal" from the already sagging negative
arsenal.

The mostPextreme
expansion of fiat would permit the affirmative to avoid

toe entire issue of plan repeal. Implicit in the notion that the plan exists
for the "foreseeable future" is the assumption that the negative cannot
successfully argue that the plan would be repet.'ed soon after adoption.
The question of whether plan repeal constitutes a legitimate or important
argument is entirel$.miresolved within. the debate community at present,
although the conceptualization and study of PolicyAermination have re-
cogived vigorous attention atjiong political scientists,

As we begin a new decade, a vmmonly used argument suggests Tat.
the affirmative could sidestep this rfue-s'tion by adopting a plan which spec-
ifies its own non-repealability. Ilowever, even the most sacred of legisla-
tive acts,'the constitutional amendinent, does not guarantee plan;.urvival
as the proponents of alcohol prohibition discovered).

It might be proposed hat the affirmative has no fiat power over post-
.adoption or post-implt itation'tongressional actions. nova Congress
could react to a law wh >pposed but somehow passed despite its own
objections is probably unkn wable. In such a circumstanco the negati e
would be on persuasive arg inwntative ground in contending that all i

' For simplicity we shall refer only to legislative policy making. h, issues sur-
rounding executive and judicial policy making shall he addressed later.

2Enget Banlach, The Implementation aame (Cambridge: MIT. Press, 1977).
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herent cases would be quickly repealed. While benefits may fOund in
temporary plan adoption or the possibility that plan adOption wbuld fUel-
congresliomil accept:nice, if the affin»ative needed to hill Nick upon one

. of these positions, the nature of debate would be altered drastically.
. Thus, the third theoretical alternative would make plan repeal argil-.

' liients unacceptable and place not only plan adoption and implementation,
/ but also future Nan survival, within the range of fiat authority. This intru-

sioy of fiat upon an assirluption of nOrmalcy ,requires the debaters to eval-
uate-a situation which maybe logically impossible: kr policy which contin-
ups to exist d ate mgressional disapproval and which canziot'be altered
no matter how strop dy opposed. We are given little theoretical guidari !

t to decide how this er ridition arose save by the magic of fanciful supposi-
tion. Discussim?su an implausible combination of attitudes and stnw-
tures maximizes tlIt eviatioll from non»alcy, serving no practical purpose
while placing a premium on imaginative guesswork at the expense of rea-
soned advocacy. An arbitrary decision that the plan is unrepealable forl
say, the first year begs the question. If fiat lasts one year, why notone
century or one second? Once post-adoption fiat is allowed, the fall into
this chaos is unavoidable. The debate is likely to be as heated as that
between the pro- and anti.abortion forces about the precise moment of

. conception. -

One .sutggested reformulation holds this entire issue to be irrelevant
since the focus of debate is upon what ought,. to he done, what is desiralde,
regardless of congressional attitudes. This view is unsatisying in that it
ignores a critical component of policy examination, and also fails to solve
the extant dispute. If Congress already favors the plan then the debate

N-$ need not occur; if it is opposed th n (he issue of congressional response
to plan adoption seems entirely irre Ivant. This view may reduce the de-
bate tS. -Resolved that Congress s mid(' favor Plan X," in which case a,
very different, and quite uninteres ing set of issues would -guide the de-
bate.

The Future of Fiat

--Agile options concerning the endpoint of fiatplacemeht of the bill in
the hopper, adoption, implementation or assurance of future survivalall
contain numerous pitfalls. Solutions ,are not easy to come bydThis difficulty
arises in large measure from the sOnse that fiat involves an imposition upon
n unwilling Congress, creating the attitude-policy discrepancy that haunts

Ire:ivy-banded fiaters.
This discrepancy seems to stern from a failure to examine the process

of policy adoption. The process of congressional hearings, opinion solici-
tation, constituent development and activation, media coverage and expert
investigation, are crucial inputs not only to .policy kit also to the founda-
tion and understanding of congressional attitudwi. Irtstorically, this issue
developed from a different debate question. The advent of the study, ref-
erendinn and public participation counterplans created a feeling that there
wirs sof nething undemocratic about widespread fiat use. The affirmative
responded often that fiat involved not only the assumption of plan passage
but also the assumed conclusion of normal legislative processes preceding
plan adoption. el'he notion of two affirmative debaters forcing Congress to
adopt the plan at gunpoint was replaced with this saner view based upon
normal pre-adoption actions. Thus, the argument of the -time advantage-
from -immediate': fiat fell in favor of the realization that, like the present
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system, the affirmative plan would tike time to reach its final state. Here
ended the 1970's.

rt will not take long before the negathie protests the 'apparent inconsis-
tency involved in-permitting the affirmative to assume normal channels of
plate 'adoption with democratic inputs and processes while at the same
time indicting this process under the nibric of inherency. If the affirmative
iS still to fiat ittDroposal, what set of events shall we assume preceded this
action? To presume the plan appears magically is(unappealing. The pro-
cesses of tire present system would not, apparently, produce the affirmative
plan.

Two possible reformulations present themselves. The first would have
affirmative pick whatever pre- adoption proceskto it desired and fiat

them. This seems unfair to the negiktive, illo al in that the process and
outcome are likely to be discordant, and to violate the assumption of nor-
malcy.

The discussion herein of a new approach to this rather awkward problem
is at best tentative', but should illustrate the direction that debates 'about
debate could take in the 1980's. It should be nkted initially there is no

' single means of plan adoption in actual legislativeexperience. Sometimes
extensive hearings are held; sometimes lobbies icxert great pressure; some-
times bills are compromises rented for other end; sometimes public

.opinion is sought and followed. At other times the opposite of these events
may occur. To argue, therefore, that we assume a bill is passed "normally"
gives us little guidance as to which of the)many possible inputs, processes,
constituencies and time constraints affect, in varying degrees, the adoption
of the affirmative plan.

As an outgrowth of the search for'nonnalcy we may hope that the adop-
tion process was a genuine political opinion. The desire for fairness and
logical coirsistency'may requirelhat the chosen adoption process be likely
to pduce the affirmative plan as an outcome. Therefore, the notion of fiat
shaRld continue to assume that the plan is adopted in the form the affirm-
ative presents. The decision regarding what adol4tion process preceded' its
enactment is based upon a prediction: If this plan were adapted, what is
the most likely prior adoption process to have caused this-outcome? This
determination is based not upon a theoretical imposition but rather upon
whatever evidence and arguments can be offered to determine what would
lead to this result. PerhkA if Congress spent more for food aid (as an
affirmative plan) this would most likely have resulted from stepped-up,
lobbying pressure from groups devoted to tills objective or, perhaps more
probably, 'from a renewed round of famines abroad.

This view of pre-adoption processes minimizes the use of fiat, maximizes t
the assumption ofilonnalcy, rewards tnititionally valued debating skills
and places a premium on inherency arguments as the vital instniments
through Which the Process' of affirmative plan adoption is evaluated.
rally, the issues of implementation failure and plan repeal would no longer..
need an artificial resolution. Given the debate over circumstances produc-

.ing probable plan adoption, a set of attitudes, constituencies and other
forces can he developed argumentatively and thee in turn may he evil!,

.uated as to their probable effects upon post-adoption plan developments.
A few implications present themselves immediately as possible consfl-

quences of acceptance of this fiat model. First, under somekircumsthnces
the most likely pre-adoption coalition of forces leading to plan adoption
would not develop for many years, while less probable means arle available
presently. The affirmative might reasonably be permittedto specify the

9
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:ipproximate (Lite of adoption front Which ;in adoption process could be
' developed analytically. This is not consequentially different from the cur-

rent practice of placing {chase-in periods of'varying length in the, :iffirma-
five plan. Second, a wide variety of possible counterplans may become
competitive due to their inconsistency' with the affirmative adoption pro-
cess. A negative connterplan requiring extensive public participation be

a
-.

fore action may be taken could compete With a aumber of affirmative plans
ifit cookd be shown that public participation would not be a likely adoption
process for the affirmative plan. Current-fiat theories give 00 guidance as
to whether the affirmative stay astinie public participation in the adoption
process and thereby render coherent compOitiveness argumentation v r-r Wally impossible. Third, the set of circumstances surrounding the fi
atite tilan are altered considerably by' this view of fiat. If' an :Anna ive
plan calling for a ban on nuclear power could be shown ave arisen
only as a result of a severe nuclear accident or a dramatic -ris in expert
opposition to nuclear power, then a number of other issues would hale to
be evaluated in light of these situations. however, the fiat of the affirmative
Man does not alter the probability Oldie nuclear accident in the pre-adop-
tion stage, for these are not plan disadvantages. Ti{e accident serves to
provide a context in which plait adoption becomes appropriate or logically
consistent with policy4naker.attitudes. If plan adoption stems only from
a prospective power punt accident, then the issue of)inherency needs
further investigation given the Probability that the present system, if faced
with :1 severe accident, might naturally abandon nuclear power.

A Other Problems

The 1970's produced a variety of other 'yet unresolved questions involv-
ing fiat and other issues. A different type of fiat question i*involvd in the
dispute over whether either team may fiat actions by an agent other than
that specified in the topic. Most commonly, this arises wile i the negative
advocates a state or international counterplot' for a topic pecifying a fed-
eral agent of action. Some have argued that allowing non-federal fiat may
lead to an infinite regress whereby a team ("Mild attempt to_,fiat g(4d be-
havior on the part f criminaK.' If polii y making is tuide.itood to,refer only
to governmental p licy in4itig,thett thiS argument seems invalid in that"
the expansion (If fi it poWers woulinTe hunted to governmental agenCies,
which does not seem an unmanageable development.

Another objection to not- federal fiat is that it is unlike the "real world".
where no policy itilker operates :tt,inote than one governmental level. This
raises all issue which requires independent resolution, namely, the pos.-
sible distinction between a policy maker and the process 'of piilicy-making.
Since the passage of any law requires action by hundreds of Congressmen.
as well as the President; it iY apparent that debaters never try to simulalo
the actions of a single policy maker, hut rattier attempt to engage in a
thought process similar to policy-making. It is not clear why the discipline
of poliCy-ittak4ng would not want to consider the question of the appro-
priate level at which action shaelve taken. Once the paradigm clarifies
exactly what it is that the debaters are simulating, this question Of fiat
should be resolved readily.

Another issue in fiat/topicality concerns the appropriateness of non-
, Congressional fiat at the federal level. In the 1979-80 season some affirm-

ative teams chose to fiat actions by Ocecutive agencies. such as the FCC
while others :ittempted to fiat Supreme Court decisions. Considerable ilk-
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pate arose as to the acceptability of these approaches. Objections based J/7"
on topicality grounds seem unwarranted since the executive and thif-P-
diciary are as much a part of the Federal Government as is the Congress,
The various components of legislative fiat seem to have obvious counter-
parts in executive and judicial actions. Additionally, the process of attitude
determination by examining the most probable bases for an executive or-
der or a Supreme Court decis'ion is essentially the same as f6r legislative
action. While the application of legislative poliy-making Jules to non-
legislative action may at times be rather awkward, it would seem unlikely
that notions of polity-makin d remain so inflexible as to deprive the
affirmative of these very im ortant topical alternatives. The use of judicial
adoption and implementation is likely to increase in the 1980's.

A final issue in fiat has arisen recently regarding the ability of the neg-
ative to fiat a counterplan. Current thinking dictates that a counterplan is
competitive if' adoption of the affirmative plan would eliminate any net
benefits from further adoption of the connterplan as well. In other words,
plan adoption rehders counterplan adoption undesirable. The counterplan
serve;,5;.-to illustrate, theoretically, one alternative policy whose adoption is
foretieliie as a consequence of acceptance of the affirinatiVe plan. This,
howe , is not distinct from the action of any other disadvantage which
claims that the plan will prevent a desirable state of affairs from coming
into existence. The essence of the social spending priorities disadvantage
is that the affirmative plan will prevent a more desirable use of limited
financial resources. Why, then, is a disadvantage whereby the alternative
resource use is specified (a counterplan) different from one in which the
alternative use is predicted evidentially (a traditional disadvantage)? The
relevance ofthe alternative use of resources seems to be the same whether
or not a counterplan is introduced. It may he that a counterplan does no
warrant the status of limed policy, but rather bye its presentation serves
a clearer illustration 'of the policy precluded by the affirmative plan.

Even if the logical reasoning of this argument is accepted, this elimi-
nation of negative fiat power ,ina'y be opposed on fairness'groundsGiven
the current imbalance of debate in the affirmative's favor and the gft-rwing
acceptance and use of fairness arginnents,one may predict that such the-
oretical disputes as the stati s of counterplan as disadvantage will he re-
solved on the basis of faini .ss rather than the logical relevance of the
theoretical concept.

Two related questions of the policy paradigm concern the ability of
either team to advocate, however temporarily, more than one policy.(usu-
a)ly conditionally defending each of several alternatives). Sithilar to this
question is that surrounding the acceptability of plan modification; that is,
changing the text of the affirmative plan or the counterplan after problems
requiring adjustment in the text arise. Three senses of plan modification
exist, First, plans may contain internal review chaises and may be flexible
enough to penult policy change by hypothetical future policy tmakers, as
opposed to in-round alteration by the debaters. This approach possesses
broad acceptance. Second, one may argue that Congrefs, having adopted
the plan, could modify it to improve policy operation. This, of course, is
a predictive queStion in which traditional uses of evidence and analysis
to determine probable congressional actions are intertwined entirely with
the nature .of fiat employed in the round, Lastly, the debaters may decide
to advocate their new policy, in the round, after.some modifications of the
plan as presented originally. This would appear to be largely the smile
issue as is involved in conditional, or multiple, policy advocacy.

tr:
4.0 sj
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1

Curdusly, yonditionality (or the defense of more than one policy. by a
given team in a single round) has come to he seen as a chartteristic of
hypothesis-testing and not of policy-making. There is no known reason
why the policy- making paradigm precludes ex:Mini:aim) ()I' more than one
policy per team. Congress frequently considers a wide range of amend-
ments and subytitute 1ills. If xve seek to mimic real worldVolicy-making
then.pmItiple conditional policies should be permissible logically. Objec-
tions`fd conditional policies are usually based twin) rainless, or upon weak-
ening,Of thC. quality of debate by spreading the limited time for analysis
too thin over too many poli(Ae ..s. "[his, of coarse, is entirely separate from
the question of which para.dirrn is to be used. :r

vi,tatiy, the relationship, olt,he plan to the resolution needs ti) be clari-
fied. If the plan is the equivalent Of the resolution, then the recent rise of
counterwarrants may have some theoretical justifkation.,This, of course,
is quite apart from the practical implications of the counterwarrants theory.
If the resolution inerely serves as a guide to determine subjects the de-
baters may consider, then theoretical adjustment .of What -voting affirma-
tive- implies would be unnecessary. The debate" community has not yet
accepted this view, enabling counterwarrant Strategists to play upon an
apParent gap in the policy-making P erspective: Acceptance (114. the view of
rIelitt. as .ii procesyyalti; ling phois rather than general proYositions will
doubtless prompt runner( us.new theoretical tangles,. It stay, for example,
be imposOile'to reject 0 e counterwarrant view' -of debate as an argument
regarding the.gC..neral i .rits of the resolution withimt permitting:the ad-

.....

vocacy of topical comaterylans or resorting to yet another ir-faness- con
straint. ,.straint. ,

Conclusion

'file resolution of the above issues depends often upon factors which
the decision-making paradigm" cannot influence. Questions of fairness,
quality and educational benefits of :unlin the activity are separate .frirm
the choice and ramifications of paradigms. NVIierythese factors become
confused with certain paradigms the development'a colu:rent theoretical
perspective is 01-served. If debates could be entirely fair, or of the highest
quality and educational utility, we. may discover that no -real world- par-
adigm is adequate to .serve as a model for debate. In such a circumstance
there may arise a need to develop an entirely artificial set of rides to governetzfl a debate.

NVIiether the need exists to impose artificial rides, and, alternatively,
whether the implications of the Oaradigni shall serve :is our guide may
represent the riritical issues of the 1980's. Obviously, a decision should
provide guidaney on issues such as fiat and presumption. A p:iradignt
x&otitid also (10 well to Rive relevance to (or abolish) current debate concepts
such as theplau'or connterphin. More importantly, perhaps, it would
be useful if there were sOme similarities between the paradigm chosen
and the desired features of a debate. lithe competitivenatfire Of :I debate
also appears ij.r.the paradigmatic model this would help provide guidance
on issues such as fairness. (:ongressional:policy-making is, in part,In com-
petitive activity; scientific hypothesis-testing usually is-not. TherefOre, the
mann. of real world policy-inaking already R$4.ssesses many characteristics
present in an academic de:bate (suck as time constraints). If a paradigmatic
model used the same values as debate rewarding skill and honesty while
promoting fairne,;s and (pi:daythen the task of reconciling a paradigm
with the objectives of :icadeinie debate world be eased considerably.
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'Ise finale -4 the pithes-masitig paradigm is likely to depend hod' upon
iir.greaterdetail ploesses it piii.-

poits to amity, ,: .d, 1,110CeSS('N St.t.111 (10\11(41
1111:11111VIS of (1011:1tV, its Atill't' to 11111dilleatit)11 (\m-
strain's. The various issues of policy fiat :lie likely to provide the first great
test of the palailigm's applicahilitA
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FORENSICS IN THE EIGHTIES: YOU CAN NEVER
FIND AN ORACLE WHEN YOU NEED HER

JAMES'

Attempting to decide %Olin issues will become important to the forensic
community :in the decade of the eighties is rather like trying to predict
auto body styles or the winner of the World Series in 1 988---who knows
what will happen to change plans? Within the forensic community, there
are issues that would appear to lie important; issues that .should he face
faced and resolved. (A friend who teaches assertiveness training says that
when you hear the word "should- yim ought to stop and wonder why
something "should he done,11 The issues that could become important
have to do with cti'llIM amid internal pressures, some of which Inv outside
the control of the individuals within the discipline. If we can considCr the
issues in those dichotomous, but not mutually exclusive categories, of ex-
ternal forces and internal pressures, Own that structures the following com-
ments.

First, there is the question of why any problems/issues should he eXa111-
111ed. Tlh underlying premise for these comments is based on the value that
comes to the stmlents,fo the director and forensic assistants, to the school,
and ultimately to the community, from an ongoing forensic program. 'Hie
value derived from the support of and participation in a forensic program
may lie visible immdiately: a student who does well, trophies, an ad-
ministrative budget increase, a community program that is well-received.
On the other hand, such rewards lilay be less tangible: a student who
discovers there alt' more ways to approach problem solving than s/he ever
imagined, a director who feels the warmth from a team that SUCeeedti where
few thought it possible, a college that receives undergraduates of a better
quality as a result of the publicity of the forensics team, a cOmmunity
whose educational and cultural outlets are increased by performances or
debates by the team. The premise is that these are valuable outcomes and
ought to be continued.

The external problems that will affect forensics are similar to those that
have plagued us in the past. butt now they are magnified. The list includes
energy, inflation, and declining enrollments in the 18-22 student age
group. These problems cycled through the environment in the sixties and'
seventies; the difference today seems to be a limit to the resources for
solving the problems.

The energy shortage is not a new problem, especially to those ofus who
listen to round after round of persuasive and'extemporancous speeches or
affirmative cases. There is a shortage of petroleum-based products, and
this particular shortage Cannot lie abated by more drilling because wearc
dealing with finite resources. As one Chevron commercial illustrates so
artistically, there are no morealinositurs to decompose into the primeval
ooze. While our perSuasive speakers attempt to develop solutions such as

Anita C. James is Dilector of Forensics and Assistant Professor of Communicatim:
at Ohio University.

' "Shouldobligation or propriety in varying degrees, but milder than ought."
Funk & Wagnall's, Standard Dictionary of the English Language(New York: Funk
vet Wagnall's Company, 1960), p. 1163.
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increased use of solar power or more nuclear research, or, as our debaters
suggest. more (1'11:'S..wind power, aml geothermal exploration, there'is a
very real and immediate effect on forensics that is not dealt with in. the
SpereheS or 1AC.

Forensics, as most of its have constituted our programs, involves trav-
eling to other schools for competition. With gasoline averaging $ I.20- 1.50/
gallon, and trips Averaging 300 miles/weekend, and more than one vehicle
often used, we have un eXpelISIVe 11110111e111.2 Most forensic budgets do not
have .1 cost of living chase factored into them so they are not adjusting to
;111 animal inflation rate of P2-18%.

What do we thi? Look for alternatives to the current tournament format.
'Mere is an AVA ad hoe committee :Itteinpting to develop smile alterna-
tives, Some suggestions ire to encourage more tournaments to offer debate
and individual events so a school is able to maximi=e the energy dollars
expended; to increase our use of electronic media b taping events,tnuch
like the Stetson -Nlontevallo concept," or to ros VTR eq11111111011t to
dehateS; to encourage more community programs that keep energy dolFars
in the community. Certainly, none of these suggestions is unique; forensic
programs have experimented with these ideas for years. 'the point is that "
we are running out of tinte;"and we ate wasting it by f:Intply talking itliont
alternatives without attempting to implement some of them. Change is a
positive part of adapting to the C1101'011111(0; SIleCeSS will not bt ;WhieVed
1111111ediatly, lint We have a history of supporting change that will serve
11S

11111;10011 is the SeCO1ld 'W0111(411. NIOSt of 11S are only too aware of how
it is decimating travel budgetsmotels are more expensive and dinner
time becomes the site oldiscussions about balanced meals versus-fast food,
Those within the forensic community who have munificent funding af
the lucky ones. As Sharp points tint, there are lots of small budget programs"
trying to make it on a few thousand a year.' Once, when budgets Were
111S11ffieiellt, it was possible to ask businesses and industry for assistance.
Toda), as a recent issue of ()next/80. indicates, those SOIIITeS are
equally strapped!' Perhaps owning stock ill multinationals really is the
answer. Funds arc battler to raise through the univerSity and community
as other programs are also tapping these sourcesa

In short, like the problem of energy, inflation might best be handled by
confronting it and developing alternatives. What is wrong with Moving to
:t shorter tournament fOrmat in debate and individual events? Iligh schools
still use the one-day format fOr most of their meets and the studenU do
not seem to feel deprived. Instead of three-day debate tournaments, go to
a two-day format. It in ay take smile adjusting and adapting since eight

Sharp cites 450 miles as the average distance traveled in the Western region of
the United States. I have reduced that for the :Midwest and Eastern regions. flurry.
Sharp, Jr., -Forensic Activity in the West: Replication of a Study,- Western Speech,
38 (Winter 1974), pp. 53-66.

' National Cassette -rape Individual Events Tournament, sponsored by Stetson
University and the University of :Montevallo.

' In the Social Psychology of Organizing, Karl Weick suggests that the ability to
adapt to change is what separates organizations that survive environmental change
from those doomed to obsolescenc. 'Mink oldie changes we have made in the last
decade: the NFA, AEA national individual events tournament, CEDA debate, CX
at tht NDT, etc.

'Sharp; "Forensic Activity.-
" Joseph Sptiltr, -Alter the Rectssion,-Quest/80,4 (September 1950), pp 26-31
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prelim and three or four elfin 'lanais do not fit into two days, but that
hrmat is not inviolate. The educational values of competing will probably
not be impaired by shorter tournaments. We need to rethink the approach
that was (developed in the days of $.25/gallon gasifline, $.30 hamlnirgers,
and $5.00/night motel rooms.
,he passing of the baby boom, the end of the draft (perhaps), and the
IN.: movement are all contributing factors in the declining enrollment
projections fOr the eighties. With universities expecting declines of 30-
.10(.1. over the next ten years, the nature of the "average- college student
will cange.7 this p,ticular problem, of fewer students in the 1S-22 age
group, 111I1 more returning, older students, may have a profinnuf effect on
the way we organize our activity. 'this is an externally created problem we
cannot changeZPG scents to be firmly established, and the draft, well
. neither seems likely to -change. sufficiently to suddenly increase en-
rollment. .

From an internal perspective, however, there are steps that can be taken
to work with what we have. The issues that the forensic community faces
in the eighties are linked inextricably with energy, inflation, and declining
enrollment. Stemming from these problems is the major topic of account-
ability for our programs. I low many students are we seiving for each dollar
in the travel budget and/or faculty time? %Vitae are our students learning
from participation in forensics? Are we doing the best job of meeting the
needs of our students with tournaments as they arc presently designed?
-Again, these are old problems, but, this time, combined with the external
pressures on universities, they have become more urgent.

The issue Of budget allocation per student served is a touchy subject;
yet, the athletic programs notwithstanding, we must discuss it. We are not
a -gate- attraction, although we were once able to draw audiences. Our
justifications for expenditures must 1w based upon educational concerns.
We attract bright, motivated, career-oriented students who are building
lifetime skills through forensics. Tackling a quarterback is a skill, but it
cannot be easily adapted into many careers. Researching and writing a
speech, speaking extemporaneously, arguing in 2Alt, all develop skills
useful in college classes and careers. Our students often tell us what they
receive from participation, but that message seldom reaches beyond our
offices and hal ways. We should be encouraging our students to speak out
about the vs of forensics to andienceS not already involved in foren-
sicsschool newspapers, ahunni bulletins, community organization's, ad-
ministrative 'WI-simnel. Use our resources effectively!

The next issue is almost as touchy ;s comparisons with athletic pro-
gramsthe structure of tournaments, particularly individual events tour-
naments. Over the last decade there has been a trend toward multiple-
entry tournaments in which a student may enter two or more events that
are offered during the same conflict pattern (time period). The number of
events permitted varies with the number of events offered, the conflict
patterns, the length of time per round, and the inclinations of the tourna-
ment director. Since I permit double-entry in my own tournaments, this
is as much an indictment of my tournaments as of others.

We can assume that allowing a student to multiple-enter developed in
response to several things: more competitive-students who felt that moving

7 Declines will vary with the region. My state of Ohio expects a loss of 54,381
high school graduates by 1990 for a decline of 31.53% in the possible college pop-
ulation of 17-21. Ohio University, Board of Regents Publication, January, 1978.
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from one event to another increased their versatility and chances for doing
well at a tournament; from coaches whO wanted to 11111\illiZe 0pp0t'-
hnlities for tit Ildelltti to compete in lots of events during a single weekend;
and, perhaps, from the increased revenue for a tournament. Whatever the
origins, some abuses have developed that conflict with principles taught
in speech communication com641es 011(1 applied to forensic activities.

If' we assume that NpeCifit skills can be taught, and learned, in forensics
participation, and if we include among the skills those of critical listening,
topic analysis, and good audience behavior, then we have a dilemma. The
typical double (or triple or quadruple) entry student goes to a round, speaks
as soon as possible, departs, enters another room, speaks as soon as pos-
sible,departs, and so on, S/hy often fails to hear any oldie other speeches,
certainly is hard pressed to be a good audience member, and is often
unable to discuss his/her own placement in a round because there really
was not a round, just a speech to a judge. As it is, 50111e 01 0111' students are
not getting practice ill giving speeches to an audience because there are

mon.c.i I low can we expect them to learn to adapt to groups if their
experience is speaking to an individual? If' we wait to argue that debate
builds skills, but individual events 'speaking is done for 11111, then there is
110 dill`111111a. 11 we want to argue that multiple-entry opportunities increase
a student's flexibility :mil that is most important, then the dilemma does
not exist. l, however, we Willa to argue that some Of the skills it student
receives are not only centered in his/her own ego but in relating to others,
then there is a dilemma!

Solutions are not forthcoming so swiftly, Many of us host tournaments
that permit or encourage students to multiple-enter. It seems likely that
the first step must come from 0111 4.titiOeiations downward: For instance, as
loin; as the national totintaments accept multiple- entering, then a student
is penalized who does not want to (10 111011' than one event per pattern."
I 1, however, multiple-entry were 110t possible at the national tournaments,
then there might be less incentive to continue the practice in other tour-
naments throughout the year. Our young people are often characterized as
the -ME" generation, having as a characteristic an inability to move be-
yond self-gratification to a more open and generous stance, Perhaps we
are inadvertantly reinfOrcing that "me-ness" in some of our own practices.

The final issue is generated by the changing nature of university stu-
dents. The decline in enrollment is inevitably because of fewer persons
in the 18-22 age group, greater expense associated with a college educa-
tion, and an economy' that no longer expands infinitely to absorb the grad-
uates. Tapping the mature, returning student poi)] is one way universities
hope, to stabilize their enrolments, but with that change of direction comes
something for us to consider,
. Participation in forensics is usually geared toward the young student
who does not have a spouse, family or full-time job, The format of tour-
naments, with long drives, frequent classroom absences, and overnight
stays, are designed more for participants, without many ties than for, an
older student who May. have a spouse, family, job, and a reluctance to be
absent from class, Many of our programs are simply not attuned to these
difTerences. Exceptions often come from the two-year schools where the

" Multiple-entr is possible as long as the student has qualified in each event in
which s/he is entering. Student pentathalon awards are based on multiple-entry as
school sweepstakes, while often limited to three or four of a school's top contenders,
still reward multiple entry.
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typical student is working full-time, studying, and involved with other
responsibilities." Accommodation, w... In necessary in terms of traveling
reintirenuU'ts, levels of personal :mil institutithial success, and event prep-
aration. Iltis is not to imply an inferior student or program, quite the
contrary. Because the rt.turning student is 1110ft Often 6pUlit'lleed in a
career area, /Ine can offer a forensic program adiffercut perspective from
the recent high school graduate. Additionally, the rrturning student often
has a nearer idea of s/he is in 'school and is, therefore, more concerned
with developing those skills that are seen as more essential to au .overall
college/career plan. questiop for us is whether we can meet the ex-
pectations of those students and continue to serve the younger student as
well?

The ways in which %ye have constituted our activities will have to
undergo changes to meet the challenges in the eighties. We need to think
very'carefully about we offer a student that developsshis/her educa-
tional experiential base, his/her ability tomMtpcte with other IA his/her
social growth:fe must consider how we can change to meet Ire ofe needs o
our future snit cats. It is not too early to formulate plans. We are already
in the decade of the eighties and many of its are facing one or moll. of
these problems. Our hinndiate goal should he to plain for the dissemi-
nation of infUrtnation about programs that can meet the changes we are
facing, e.g., how have two-year schools adapted; convention programs that
deal with alternatives to current tournament formats, funding sources, pro-
gram adaptation to the returning student, and the educational quality of
our programs. lucre are'other issues to be faced as wellour professional
associations and their composition, codes of ethics and their enforcement
for all inclubersHirohlmus of duplication of services, education of our
colleagues and community as to our programs' puquises, etc. It would
seem that we will soon face these issues and have to develop our solutions
as effectively as possible; hut, we are the ones who should do itafter all,
you can never find an oracle when yini need her.

" Nly own experience at a two-year school was, that a ,stmlent was carrying a Full
academic loin! working 30+ lulurs/week, and often married. 'Fins forces the"stu-
dent to be more organized, more specific in what she/h wants to do with the
participation in I4ensics, and less able to travel two.or three .vve kends a umiak
Occasionally the .swards for diroiwtOs are gremer than with other programs because
each student ha to overcome more'obstacics to hillher participation.
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FORENSICS IN THE EIGHTIES

KASSIAN A. KovaiAlEcK

In the first volume of P. W, Joyce's A Soda/ History of AUcient Ireland
Joyce describes the creation of Bretton Law.' At one point in.lrish history
every jib was a judge, but it happened that ''these two sages had to argue
a point in public, while Concobar himself was present listening; and their
language was so highly technical that neither the king nor the chiefs could
understand them; Whereupon the privilege of judicature was taken ... ...2
Debate coaches, with their fear that a dean or academic filnding officer

ci' might actually hear an intercollegiate debate and, in not understanding
anythi g heard, remove hinds from forensics programs, should note the
proldems of the ancient Irish. The prospective for fOrensics in the l980:s
does not appear encouraging.

For decades the doomsayers of debate have been predicting its deinise.
The predictions have usnally been accompanied by a scathing criticism of
current debate practices and/or an explanation Of how an alternatiVe form
of discourse would save an*revitalize debate. Since these attacks have
often been delivered by those who do not understand the practices they
are criticizing, or by people who hate the compeiitive aspects of debate to
Wegin with, it frequently has been easy for the debate community to ignore
their harangues*But, at this pant, intercollegiate debate may face some
problems that will not be dismissed so easily..

frThe evidence explosion of the past decade is the first of those problems.
Not only has the increase in evidence added to the length ofilebate tour-
'laments, it has also increased the workload of' the debater.(Current evi-

'deuce requirements have taken a toll on debaters' personal lives. With the
nationally competitive debater sPending about 25 percent'of the academic
year attending debate tournaments and a significant part of the remaining
time on work related to debate, the burden on ti le can become unbear-
able. This is compounded by debate having the longest season of any
ctimpetitive .activity, running from the announcem .iit of the topic in July
until the National Debate Tournament in -aril. le natural result of all
this effort may be that we will soon have a 1 anal tournament, and no
one will come. The intelligent prospective debater may decide the rewards
are mit worth the effit.

Three different examples illuscrate this problem. On my desk is a letter
froin an entering freshman, a piwionsly successful high school debater,
declining to join our debate program because he wants to go td medical
school, and both he and his parents believe that competitive debate would
detract from that goal, Another exathple comes from a successful high
school deb: er's father, a college professor, who maintains that he would
break his s n . s leg rather than have him debate in college. This professor
is a friend I debate, a person who belieVes that debate provides useful
skills, but also a person who believes an entire college education should
not be built around this activity. The final example is the case of the father

Kassiim A. Kovalcheck is Director of Forensics at Vanderbilt University.
4'.P. W. Joyce, A Social History of Ancient Ireland, Vol. I (New York: Benjamin

Blom, 1968). .

p. 171.
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of a soocessfol, college debater who, 4tler wattling his sun spend his
Christmas vawtion filly evidence and typing briefs in preparation for a
swing tonrna+rient that/Avon Id m'eupy the resti of the vacation, wanted to
tell his son to stop t (hating. This luau, too, was in favor of debate and
pleased that his soi participated in debate, but,Ite could not believe that
debate should acct pv so much of the college year.

An additional p iblent of evidence is that sheer mass has altered, over
time, the na/offet debate. As the amount of evidence increased, the speed
and efficiency of debaters has also increased. As the quantity and quality
of evidence improved, the necessity for pre-debate preparation increased.
The results have been that we have evtlereater numbers of debaters
reading pre-prepared, carefully tinted, blotT!: of evidence in every round
of debate. While sonic of these blocks have led to improved argumentation,

a debate judge would take seriously, All of theme, howex have made
many of them have included spurious causal leaps that e other than

debate an increasingly insulated activity, in which the jargon, signs, and tel-
escoped arguments make sense only to the participants, This would not
create a problem except that someday, debaters will have to communicate
with people other than debaters. Students who debate because they be-
lieve they will learn and polish useful skills may begin to wonderhow
they can transfer to their future professitins the ability to "prove" that
increased homosexual employment will melt the polar icecaps in under 90
seconds. Once that wondering takes serious fOr111,.'we nay see a decline
in the number of debate participants.

Debate coaches continue to have an ambivalent attitude toward the in-
creasing bulk of evidence. While no debate coach deleuills mindless ar-
guments, and most »take fun of the indiscriminate reading of briefs and
the stevedore-like appearance of contemporary debaters, no one wants to
tell his or her debaters not to go to the library or to spend less time in
preparatiOn. The duty of the debate coach is to help prepare debaters to
Win debates, to respond to arguments, to increase their efficiency. And, in
the past, debate coaches have been able to ignore those who did not want
to debate on the grounds that they were lazy, or uncommitted, or did not
have the capacity to sustain. excellence. But the fear we should have for
the.1 980's is that we may he driving away the best rather than the worst.
We may be losing those who can most profit from debate and Vave left
only those dullards who frond satisfaction in reading briefs someone else
has prepared for them. The entries at tournaments around tine country
should add to that fear. Almost all tournaments have fewer participants,
with regional tournaments suffering most. Part of the declining participa-
tion is, no doubt, a reflection of the financial problems engendered by
inflation aud the pressure On university budgets; but another part of the
problem is that debate squads inay not have those fourth and fifth and
sixth teams to attend the regional tournaments.

Some alternatives have appeared which could reduce (declining partic-
ipation. For the past few years individtliti events'progrants'have been sky-
rocketing. 1»dividnal events are popular, of' course, for several reasons.
Schools and programs have been willing to spend more money on indi-
vidual events. Indiviatial events coaches, specifically devoted to those
activities, have been increasing in number and improving in quality. In-
dividual .events, particularly those interpretive in nature, allow for partic-
ipation by those who might not he interested in forensics in its Aristotelian
sense. But part of the increase in individual events participation must also
come front the fact that such participation simply requires less time than
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intercollegiate debate.. At the moment, it is possible for a college student
to participate in individual events with great successand still live a life
similar to "normal" college students. NVhile this will probably change dur-
ing the 1980's, as coaches and students become even more aggressive and
individual events become even more stylized and insulated, forensic pro-
grams for the prefent can increase student involvement .simply'by adding
individual events participation.

The second alternative is CEDA deb de. Theoretically, thk form of de-
bate slumld.offer the most hopeful outl ,t for debate in the I980's. Using
propositions more attune( . to questions of value, and being predisposed to
clarity mid persuasion ratl er than speed and massive amounts of' evidence,
CEDA could provide an t itlet for those bright undergradnates who desire
competition without tht all pervasive burdens of standard debate. CEDA
debate, however, is cudently plagued by constinsion and indirection. Some
of the judges and participants believe it to be no different from standard
debate, that the topic only indicates an urea hir research and that the
"spread" remains the most valuable techniqiw. Others have. the concept
that spending time in the library is vaguely immoral and that disputation
should only take place based on "'cure logic," whatever that is. Until
CEDA resolves this conflict, it will remain in debate limbo with quality
debate and debaters uncertain. Since those %viQi evidence usually prevail
over those without evidence, CEDA debate %all probably follow the pat-
.tern of the NI)'!', but, given enough emphasis, we could have a few years
in which CEDA will provide quality debate and undistorted undergraduate
lives.

At one time debate conches argued that the leaders of tomorrow were
to be found in thtt debaters of today We have enough past examples to
make the argume.tealistic. But for the 1980's we should be concerned
that the argument will no longer be true. Those leaders of the past and
present did not spend all their time in the library trying to find a disad-
vantage to III-A-1. NVe have to worry not only about the students we are
attracting to debate, but also about the student we may be catmint to reject
debate. If' we don't worry about this problem, university officers may end
our worries for us.
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DEBATE IN THE EIGHTIES: CHARTING A COURSE

Al.t.AN iJ. LouDEN

In the las1 issue of Speaker and Garet'I evaluated the impact of the
seventies on debate. The shift in emphasis from more fully integrated'
programs in the early seventies to increasingly exclusive programs of in-
dividual events and off-topic debate, points up problems for traditional
debate in this decade. The nature of progran6is evolving, in part, as a
response to the exclusive nature of the debar', community. The changes
have resulted in increased alienation and division within the forensics
community. Individual students as a consequence are being .exposed to
fewer opportunities. It also threatens to undermine the health of high
school debate because the'institutions which train the coaches are less
active in traditional debate.

In this essay 1 will discuss, in broad terms, some potential solutions. I
recognize at the onset that the suggestions are simplified and ignore the
eoinplexities inherent within any institution. However, I believe the gen-
eral thesis merits our-attention.

Sometimes it is as if' the debate community were fighting a rear-guard
action against the inevitability of the "times." The picture of the future is
often painted in hues of pessimism. Spokespersons for this point of view
claim that the shift away front traditional debate is a natural result of the
times and circumstances. They argue that fnctors like "budget constraints,
departmental hostilities and lazy students- explain the change in empha-.
xis. I ant sure all the above have contributed in certain circumstances, but
more often they are only an excuse. Consider for a moment the nature of
these VX21tieti.

Many a coaches' party is sustained on .conversations of how tough the
budget problem is. Yet, on balance, those programs which can articulate
their purpose and serve the students, contrary.to popular myth, have grow-
ing budgets. It seems more dependent on who is promoting the budget
than a function of the "times.-

In departments which are hostile, debate is usually criticized as teaching
a "non-relevant communication style." If' a pr6gram is broad-based enough
to provide the opportunities to learn many "communication styles," then
the uniquely important skills of debate can also be defended. When we
become too narrow, in whatever direction, we invite justified criticism.
Those of us who appreciate the value of debate per se can also realize that
the activity is only "perceptually. non- relevant." Perhaps we need to re-
mind Our departmental peers the part debate plays in developing argu-
mentation theory, that it remains an entry point for some of the best minds
in the profession, and yes, that critical thinking is still a valuable skill. It
is a matter of changing perceptions.

The lazy student. excuse (often phrased as, "the rigors of debate are
inappropriate to those raised in the e' generation") is more often a state-
ment about the coach's commitm It. I can think of no instance where
debate dick not thrive'when the lei dership was provided.

These "reasons" are more inherent to the person directing a program
than the times, As argued in the last issue, high entry barriers and unequal

Allan D. Louden is Director of Forensics at Wake Forest University.
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status rewards better account for the shift 11%%'11' 1E0111 hnaditiomal debate,
Tliv following are suggestions for addressing the problem.

Maintaining Participation

It is finulaniental to the growth of' debate that we have all ileeetitifille
activity. It is also necessary for debate to take. place at all levels if we are
to provide high school debate coaches and offer this educational experience
to more individuals. I believe that an important key to inVolVing and re-
taining both programs and individuals in debate is the status and esteem
provided. The severity Of the entry barriers is to some extent a flinction of
the rewards gained.

It is undoubtedly impossible and undesirable to remove the prestige we
now associate with success on the "national circuit," This does not imply,
Illnvever, that students who achieve On other IeVelti of debate S110111t1 Ile
regarded as second class citizens. -Importantly, meeting esteem needs call
make the group attractive enough to encourage greater involvement. Only
when programs broaden their scope and recognize thningh their actual
behavior that the beginner as Well as the national Wilmer contribute, can
this be achieved. I believe this implies we recognize a .wider range of
what is considered "success."

Currently,: numerous means exist for recognition within the fUrensics
community. Nearly all of them', however, arts contingent mum tonniament
success. .This. statulld is useful, and appropriate but there'are 'other
standards for assessing adlievenient. Individual programs must recog-
nize this aiming their students. More to the point, however, the use of
other standards for assessing and rewarding entire programs seems partic-
ularly appropriates.

I am sure we all know pisograms which make substantive contributions
but do not will- every competition they enter, Those institutions which
train the teachers, which give opportunities to the untrained and which
provide a breadth of opportunities, deserve the general community's rcc-
ognition.Their contiumnice ill debate Nay, he related. Eflbrts suelt as Jack
flowe's national sweepstakes have made progress in this direction, but it,
too, uses tournament successes as the primary determinant. His work is
laudable because it has provided the justification for many programs' ex-
pansion Ina more needs to be done employing broader definitions of site-.
cess. L .

..
.

sse by the AFA, for example. Such a task, albeit difficult, is not im-
r s t dishing criteria and nie'san of recognition might h profitably'e protably' ad-

dr
possild We already have some consensus as to what it means to promote
"forensics communication training with a humanistic foundatiOu." The
Sedalia conference reportcould Serve as a guideline for establis dug cri-
teria. Perhaps one of the reasons many of the recoanuendatiOns lu e failed
to be implemented generally is'' that they:reflect more closely lir "edn-
cationaVgoals;.'What it takes to,win2 " Along with winning, tl ese other
-goals should be encouraged. Snch reinforcetnent may give real n to the
programs which, unfortunately,..have given up traditional debate.

.

. Overcoming Ethnoceritrism

The ethnocentrism which characteriZed the late seventies can best he
addressed' by the broad recommentration of this esay'notablji .broad-
based programs. When students have soveral levels of entry into a program,
they are exposed to sever)! "communication'styles" and have the oppor-

V 4
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hmity to acquire inc e;ingly sophisticated skills. I am sure the style of
NOT debaters could be aided by 'the perspective CEDA provides, just as
CEDA could enhance argumentation by interacting with N DT debate. It
is also tune that a debater interprets and persuades, just as individual event
participants engage in argumentive discourse.

In addition to the internal structure of a specific program, an important
solution to this separatism would be to offer more integrated tournaments.
This has long been true in the West and I beliee students are exposed to
more of What Ale activity has to offer. The South and East, in particular,
have institutionalized the ethnocentrism throng!) separate tournaments.
'Students :Ind coaches can become pretty intolerant of each other when
they never interact. Even within broad programs the various "squads".
have attitudes of "us us them. The mode of behavior for members of the
same team becomes .noircooQerative because the external world (tourna-
moots) legitimizes this viewpoint.

The:aboVe discussion is fint to suggest that all tournaments have all
events. The current practice of having. a student enter ten events in an
individual 'events tourninnent is its own absurdity. On the other hand,1
do not why we shimld fly across the country three times for national
finals in,NDT,' NIE, and CEDA. The truth oldie matter is that we simply
cannot, so we narrow rather than broaden the program.

This is also not meant to argue against change and '1h,
growth of alternative deliating, individual events, and changes within tra-
ditional debate (e.g,, rOtis-ex'aniimilion and experimentation with such in-
novations.as judge interaction) are healthy. These changes, however, need
to evolve with some sense of direction and purPose. To this'end the Sedalia
conference provided paiameters, drawn up with broad professional rep-
resentatkm, The conference report is surely not responsible fir the trends
of the s'eventies but it did serve an important legitimiz.ation function for
experinntation. As the implications of these changes become more ob-
vious we need, in t c'eighties, to again find a "sense of the community:"
Any activity with it own dynamic needs assessn Such a
conference report, unlike scattered articles, gives us.a yardstick tomolisure
changes and legitimizes changes based on a reasoned consensus.

Conclusion

Hopefully, I have avoided the, pitfalls of' projecting what the eighties
will Irving. I simply have no idea. I ani, however, optimistic that debate
will continue as an important educational eNperience during the decade.
The danger lies in our subscribing to the myth that "all will be well.
Debate will also require a little help from its friends.

Q '
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INTERCOLLEGIATE DEBATE: PROPOSALS FOR
A STRUGGLING ACTIVITY

01IN T. M0111.3.1.0

In' an earlier essay, I argued that the lack of concern firr delivery had
turned intercollegiate debate into a boring and isolated endeavor. !bking
I:witched thos.i criticisms, it is Only appropriate that n curf.'Iteadvaiii.ed.

At the outset, wt. should observe that the task i')f dehafevi to
improve habits of oral communication will not be itecomplished
Numerous infhiences' exist which perpetuate the dtlivery problems char-
acteristic 4010(1(n debate. 41111154ie -tit:YIV of debate speaking is, sadly,
ingrained in the activity. Dehater'qpice .refined the art of hyperventilated .

haranguing tbrough years (ff,pfaetia;:' ludienms speech maimeri§ffis have
bttn nurffired itullgo.,°-%:'ho either fail to contiffilit about silly speaking'

,; liohaviors Or who dismiSs deliyery as a peripheral or irrelevant characfer-
istic of effective debating: So the ingrained practices remain, and debaters

.40 not t.himge because no one gives them any reason to want to change.
Worse yet is the apparent fact that tournament pracItice serves to per-.

petuate W./Arre modes of conimunication. The students who speak
prehensi ely win debates anti speaker awards. The rare debater who elects
to glow own and develop arguments billy often loses because -too man
issues were dropped in rebuttal. -Judges who "vote on delf.y5,ery are
branded as fools and nitwits by thosewhom they criticize for unfitfelligible
argument.

A final impediment to the imprilvement of the debater's interest in:de-
livery is the virtual anonymit4'w4i6h shrouds the college debate tourna-
me . This means that-the plei'stii4 of enduring oral absCirdity falls on but

w. Those who cease to have flit stomach for it:merely leave the activity.
A few hang on in the hopes that changes ak..exlififfik, and they are usually
frustrated when nothing happens. In the proe..C.N;r, popularity of college.
debate wanes. Programs vanish, students leiiXte the-activity for other pur-
suits, and coaches abandon the circuit for less4rOtiblesome occupations.

If the decade of the seventies shows anything it is that traditional-style
college debate is highly resistant to change. Alternative styles of debate
such as the off topic tournament and the Cross Examination Debate As-

..xiiciation, which provide useful altermitiKes..to traditional debate, have
tffieir.'yyeak.jesk's. The key problem is th'ik'they are altynnatives which

Aitle.,tiiiilitional debate. They do hoiitxert any influence on the
to recognize that tradftifirial4ebiite is in trouble. What

fieled,':.tifi4efore, is sonic way to force cliatige in the conduct of tra-.

**st.tiept!,1 flaikedal topic debating. Unless we end.tffirciiimplitcent disregard
. .

,.....:Ure.t.b4-':Otrill:,fitct that college debaters communicate incoherently, the
lfff4.6's 4,liiiy.-Nvt41:11i ark the final collapse of competitive'efebate in this nation,

refftainfler of this essay, let me piopose some fairly sweeping
ehlingex...ffi,th'e.4,;tructure of national topic debating. 6i.l.ffie ask readers to
'keeP.tWq ibi'ngs in mind as I make these suggestion.Fiist, set aside the
isulle of Practicality since I fully realize that some. of my; ideas (Maybe all
btthkn) have sonic pragmatic problems which requiri.',..fte-tuning before

c,44
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Nty 1..o,re, is. to);toilosHippro,o.livs%vliiell can he
Ito:otigh by others. \Ve most

staff sonicvherc.-Seilind,:-.'stFt aside 014' 1,SSilt ill eilforceineut of those
guidelines. Just assinne.that these leilMiniendatiolis are to he iloPle-tiumted "flit elmlleilge for forensies.in
the eighties is ill(' 11'0.1:11.i"tati0O 'Olift;tiyi.ry, with the cad result that ill;-
haters twill becoureMoie. than jOSt -spe,vit readers, Solite or tIlSe aetiOns11(11) the 101,1110 j0 the normal de-bate tournament,

. ..,Chongo. Topic Sotoctiori
In part, dehafois iti,-.itliots-becau%st the topics ve de-

1elicounige'lif, 71.110,(.batl' City ft. \' N'tars !woo toobroad ;1"he result is dud
interpreLttion o1, the topic, iiit'raniog topic-does ue more than begin,
tilt... .Si;iti6t1. It certaildi..dOes 'arg0i,abotit iii an): girtir
',car, Llt S'e:1S011,:tpr instatii e, i te41)1 cot.dir ouyi0c, it !'...'re.,A011i..d)1,- d fi-

tlt topic by Merely ri,tprirIugthzit-televiitiostations.air a certain
imniber 1/111.11il: sei-yice.:innorniceinentS 011,i1114110.:4 to the

.11e:fftbleilk 0111S0.1 laSiS,.Antl,t1htt topic %vas tiot ve
suffered through iii thi-evelititi (ieniember the gatherlii4,-1`1,4d.ritilization

informatiOn
'We need; t her ire ,tilOrt iiaitow1V e0f1S41.1C (1:aiO.1t(;411 : The easiest

sV1y to ieC0.11111iNi.t.1p: IS I'm the American Pore. usieksS,,clatiol to rectiii*
that the ii:itionat)dt,haitt proposit Mit he plait-spi'ific,' 0,;e.tOl*s we debate
ought to cie.,trIS-.4dtItItitY.,the ProgrIlo which tin a1frimi,4i'4',''''Imist defend.
Tiiday's topics merely isolate an area for policy dismission; and the affirm-
ative freely proposes any program Of action which fits 0)0) that area. \\,:e
know the results t)itiehating these kinds of topics......-sIiiity cases countered ',..
by counterplansjcminter warrants and an entertaiiiit.W\oWlic.01 Preparedsheets esplainil hilly eVeryone's statistical studies are bogus.

Why not lmiiii ate simple and direct topics like-"fesolvcd: thatlhe draft
should be reinsta'teilr Affirmative's could still he creative in formulating
a specific: versiim \ )(the draft. Negatives would enter each round knowing
what the topic wai: I. it search burtitro on every(m who participated would
beetnn more reaS.010,131e: W110 1,1110V.S114iit.1 Ring t
debating fun agaii0,,, ., . .

toPie alight even make

' Would murowel-1.4)0es help revitaliAe.the role of -delivery? Certainly; If
. -, topics weal nornis 4,,r iii' concept, .affirinative cases Would he correspond-1 -- . 1 : .,:r! , , , ,, AA, ... ,: ingi v sumpoilen- oft Pfaffse int. ainrmaiwe.-.would have less material t )eovtr,,, ',,-

,111.esearol). sources oiiis be more hulked than with broader topics .nican-
-',.ing that 'debaters inight\', ave to do a little rtasoning rather than relying (11)s.,

.1 iiiiiro quotations all, tlit line. Counter warrants would vunish as a strategy .:,.
i.t 1

. Thr sure, and with-a int) limited field for argunitint, negatives Might. evelf.4...-
fOresake the studies. t.ci interplanJor mike argument on the substance of
the, proposition. l)ehatilrs would le:jor,itguip that evideuee alum' would:
not win. debates. 1Vidi liotli sides sure ..01.s.1,1,it would Ire debated, theye
would he a smaller info oration disparity- li . veer the affirmative and th(.
negative, With tin opoloo of cvidet virtu3r draw. teams wouldlearn that victory depen!deIl on p nadii7 to judge that .one side's ar-
guments and evidenee AS,'er(:,1:.,14.4'rf than .tlfe either's.-'gfhesc...,inds of argu-

would naturally 1-1" e 4t a slower speed, siiiee theY would
W:Ois extmig iorancorrOil nature ,end artistic in design as opposed to. .

A
c1 L
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being blocke ,d on ahead thin' with a reliance on the reading oldie wordst

of others.

Change the Debate Season
.: Another p rob I Eli) Which, cot It ril.S.*:10,, :tify;the. ,b:iza.rre:,initiiri:A.:440)acilig is

the length of the:,41:te selion;.:SiW6efion:i:Vr.ofei.-10rial.ht.A.:ke'y..;l'iiti.1)as-
ketbIllle few iictivith.";-s: i aye' such li;(;friiig-;,colipi.Mtii4:....t..96::I's'4O.es. college
debate::71he'topic kir valet! in JulY,..4i4tpiinuiruOit.s:Inigiu,inSeptember ..
and rink until Lae '/E14 .11. The length Of tlw'SeaStiois,ab:S.1!rd.. The longer*
we keep debaters grappling with the siiijse:ti*:area.:,.the more chance for
twisted cases to iris and the weaker ei6i..,Wi3l:betNitries to resist theta.

lio let's shorten the delln.' season. 1.13iiiiir:thaf:the.deblite topic be
announced on August 15. As zi Sidellat4,1er(I:l'ef:Or:6:tinte an ancillary
iidiintiige to this idea it would give otirifiiPlZ.:sele4iO4,eonunittee,,more
time to formulate effective policy -propckitkl...for-.414,i.;.i.te. Tournaments.
would probably begin in late Septembti:"Wthey:d6;ninv However , I
propose that we designate the period front Septembertothe.end of January
as the varsity season. Only varsity tourninirents'..wrinfd.0.Cenr at thiit.time.
We would then designate the .first two werili.;,.i4:hiiiiiiirY.4S the time for
the district toumlfliCnts, leiding up to tIi.Niqrtfiniil yer,;O<Tourn:ilvaint
on the last weekend in J:innary. The varsity, Seii4i.:0...vorilcli'i44 at the end
of January, and 110 varsity Jevel tournaments .0)01- he-.47ierinittetl after
February 1.

,.`.:::: ,.......-:. )
I hirthin propose that we desighate Febniary tt\rotigtApril. as the

novii,igyrOion, with a novice defined as a person in Ins/her first two
yeari,infYonege debate. The novice season would end in late April with
a nati'rsigllimrnilflient. Teams would qualify to nationals liY rNicbing the
elimination rounds at invitational tournaments that met certain minimum
standards for format and size of field. .

.
,

Would this reconstructed season help return delivery skills to debate?
Possibly. At the very least, we could use the new set-up:,to. isolate our
novices from the abuses motor- mouthed veterans. If the qu'al'antiiie were
relatively complete, in a few years we could stamp out theiiirelition of fast
talking by simply starting to train our novices not to do it, anti by keeping
them away from the lost causes of the varsity circuit.

I also think that shortening the varsity circuit would help limit sensebss
del i Vtfy. The hysteria which is college debate is always at its lowest early in
the year; I I we annomiceittlie tOpie later, awl ended the season earlier, most '
debaters simply, wiitilet not have the time to get revved up and into over-
drive, When .,Aw-, iid(1-Iht... 'effect of..il Mu-rower topiy,,:,the end result might
be li tendency tii'W4.1,11.A.:itower pace of do bate. not be enough to
totally tOilicAe ;iil delivery from debate, but.it Wot),Id lee a helpful step.

' Change Tournament Formats
',1:)i..ii.,'.Ors .speak like maniacs because they rarely encounter judges who

!,i-111 Penalize them fur it. 'Ilk judges are oNit there-, ti),,ey just never get the....
el,t_nr,: to judge the "big te:uns- in cruckil sitinitions...11be :inswer, PI thiP

..i..;..it;lyt them judge, and so the AKA .net'ds once k triit. for all to.:i:iffor& i

ri&wi-dcb ends the power-rnlitoliing of debate judgeS'YAlorig,viiith thisothe
APA shoUld end the practice of,b1:14halk and strikheetykkhich are used'
at strinany tournaments: As li.1966;' the jeards .:41o,.,s.fiiak like raving lit-
&dies are judged by their frieridOIfin practices or silly delivery will re-
nin). When all teams tail 1w judgea by Persons of varying philosophies,

.
. , . ,p. .

.
.
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. .

debate6.w111. learn to adapt. When judge Who sjpein< out t:thi! im
port of delivery realize that their vieWs,WillPii.'l,ciru,'ie.rOndenw, thein
to. the .rankest available debates, they will no king& --bel:.itfral'O',ifp'Vnte
'against teams they cannot understand.

We have passed motions in favor of random judge assign*cOnly.lto
see those recommendations blatantly violated at most major toinartients
To enforce its rules, the AFA should consider developing a sponsbr4iip
systeni. fof debate tournaments. To be eligible for the National Dehate

; Tournament, teams would have to have debated three- fourths of their
rounds in AFA sponsored tournaments.qhe AFA would sponsor only those
tournaments which used random judge assignment. The AFA would certify
tournaments as worthy of sponsorship only when it was convinced .that
judges had. in no way been power-matched. The burden of proof would
be on the tournament host to convince the AFA that his/her tournament:
de'served sponsorship. Once the -AFA griinted sponsorship, it should feel
free to observe the tournament's judge assignent procedures during the
actual contest to see that the principle of randomness was followed.

Change the National Debate Tournament

One way to improve the role of delivery in debate is to break the stran-
glehold which the So-called big schools .in debate hate on the NDT. These :
are the schools who control the at-largeselectio processes, and thereby
always wind up at the NDT whether orfiot they really deserve to he there.
tf you look at the NDT for the past few years, you see the same teams
Present with .most of those same teams always qualifying for the elims.
Some would say these are simply "the best teams." I counter that these
are merely the p_!anis which set, control, and implement the nes for get-
ting to the NUL Success at NDT, dins, is a self-fulfilling prophecy,

We need to open up the NDTto make it representative of the natgx.
of debate programs. We also need to draw hack into the NDT thos6'&1i0018'
who cannot afford to spend the money to get there by an at-large 'hif.k.-.TO
easiest way to open lip the NDT is to eliminate all at-large bid4AS,.it
stands now, afast-talking team can win its way to-theNDT by doing well
at a few tournaments where most of the teams and.jiidges involved view
debating as a non-communication activity. These teams rarely have to test
their skills against a team of a different argumentative philosophy in front
of a randomly determined judge.

Some argue that the at-large system helps ensure quality at the NDT.
Baloney. If the teams which ,carn at- largos were made up of hightplality
debaters, wily do we near} tii: e,yriuse them from the district qualification?
If we are afraid that tiley;wiiil'i'et past districts, maybe these teams aren't
so hot in the first 04,

By opening lip.4740.4s.the-NDT, schools bOli,e,ing that debate was
a comunicatiitANCtlity would have a greater chance to participate in
this most prestiilims2,e..Y.efince there would be more slots for qualifi-
cation through district contests. Also, schools which previously' avoided
debating "in district" like the plague would be forced to competeiigain
against those teams which they have avoided in the past, Acid ache teams
which avoided certain judges and judging philiisophies fay gOing to tour-
nariunts were their critics were "hand-picked" would now be forced to
debate before all sorts of viewpoints, The result would be, in my mind, a
distinct moderation of the delivery abuses we have seen in the past.

el 0
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Conclusion
. .

How "do we put ifeliVei-y Ski Ifs, bat:kititodebate?.We do it:f0i MiAffYing
the topics we argue'''aboiit .and by sliorte:ning the time that students.. . .argue those topics. Wt:;do it by 'requirflig and enforcing'ii rule for the
random assignment ofjudges, thereby. forcing debaters to confront a variety
of judges land judging; phihisophies. We do it. bY'an .open NDT, which
takes that touniament,iiWay tnim:the han.kpiCk,ed.:fliw.who dominate it
today. Once we change. thç styl:e deli ate it tikos.to ,gtit.tO the NDT we
will see it broad movement tO:neCy styles .of:(ktxito.,iii.eiiery sector of the
nation. As schools see that fast-talking is no longer.theOnly way to get to
the NDT,-and be successlukthere, the need to iniitate,the senseless style
of the seventies will pass.

I freely admit,that my own debaters are guilty .of. Many.' of the delivery
.,abuses whieti.eharacterize intercollegiate debate:torfay,4though I:stead-
"tastly maintain that they are nowhere near as obnoxious to listen' to' as
some of the titans of the circuit I have beard recently. ills hard for a coach
who believes that debaters ought to be understood easily when they argue
to force that viewpoint on students when everything else in the activity
suggests that effective delivery is something the debater need not bother
to develop. When J began writing these essays for Speaker and Gavel, I
was so frustrated aimut the state of debate that I wanted to give up the
activity. After venting my spleen for a bit, I now wish that I could help
start a movemcdt to introduce a little oral sanity into the practice of college
debate. The idea of having college students debate serious and important
questions of the day is a grea,t educational device. If our topics for debate
made sense on the surface, to the average citizen, the public might he
intrigued enough to start watching debates for intellectual stimulation
,4nd enjoyment. If our students were taught to debate while still ob-

,r.lerving some basic guidelines of effective and pleasing oral communi-
i2ation, we might proudly invite the local community and university
administrators to observe the tournaments we host. Perhaps the decade
of the eightieg'Will permit us to work toward these goals if we first come
to realize thatf it is time to stop all they silly shouting and to reacquaint our
debaters with the importance of developing some basic delivery skills.
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THE 1980'S: A WATERSHED DECADE

MICHAEL PFAU

Predicting the future requires more than "speculation" and "an Olym-
pian view," the' ingredients that Bill Balthrop called for in his request for

'this essay. It additionally requires much audacity, for the future has a way
of continually eluding its predictors. I will strive to ground my prognos-
ticatioris in existing trends in the hopes of precluding the pitfalls of errant
prediction.

I believe that the 1980's may prove to be a watershed decade for com-
petitive debate. Three trends, unleashed during the decade of the 1970's,
will reach their fruition in the 1980's with notable resound. These trends,
involving the continued proliferation of information, the financial squeeze
imposed by the escalating costs of tournament travel coupled with the
tightening of college and university budgets in the face of declining en-
rollment and taxpayer pressure, and the problem of maintaining instruc-
tional expertise despite a sham reduction in anticipated teaching slots in
speech communication, pose a real challenge to competitive debate during
the coining decade. The activity will survive intact, but in doing so, it will
undergo change.

An acceleration in the proliferation of information is almost a certainty
in the 1980's. All scholars of prognostication concur. I delineated the spe-
cial problems posed by this information explosion in my last essay. I think
that these will continue to generate a healthy controversy among profes-
sionals. The computer, however, may hold thosolution to one part of these
problemsthat concerning the personal burdens and the institutional ine-
quities of debate research, which are aggravated by the information ex-

' plosion. The research requirements for team and individual success in
pontemporary debate are simply staggering. They have produced two con-

/sequences. First, many students (some of proven ability) are dropping out
Iof debate prematurely because of the enormous persOnal price extracted

for competitive excellence. Second, notable institutional inequities stem
in large part from disparities in access to information. The smaller school,
which is. geographically isolated and with modest library holdings, will
find it increasingly difficult to compete.' Enter the computer; this tech-
nological innovation will find its way into competitive debate in the com-
ing decade. Computers can collect, store, process and retrieve the vast
quantities of information which are essential to today's debater. Some de-
baters have begun to utilize computers in information searchesestab7
lishing exhaustive bibliographieX in specific issue areas. Thus, the com-
puter has already made its initial debut in contemporary debate. The next
step will come during the 1980's with the application of computer tech-
nology to day-to-day information retrieval. Instead of going directly. to
books, journals, government documents,. and the like, debaters will turn

Michael. Pfau is Director of Forensics at Angustatia College, Sioux Falls, South
Dakota.

' The critical need for access to an ever-growing pool of resources is the principal
reason for the popularity of debate handbooks and the increasing popularity of high
school debate institutes/workshops even in the face of rising student charges and
a deflated national economy. Institutes/workxhyps and handbooks arc handmaidens
to the high school debate program! r
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to the computer to retrieve specific information. This development will
allow for much more efficient and productive utilization of research time
for the individual participant. Also, as computer costs fall, it will equalize
the access to information between the small and the large school. Yet,
while the computer should mitigate one facet of the consequences wrought
by proliferation of information, it cannot redress those which remain.
These stem from the increased breadth and depth of issues which upder-
pin the top1-s debated. These pressures will increase during the coming
decade.

The financial squeeze imposed by escalating costs of tournament travel
coupled with tightening college and university budgets in the face of de-
clining enrollments and taxpayer pressures will pose the most serious chal-
lenge to competitive debate in .the 1980's. In a real sense, the college
invitational tournament scenario is the product of a different eraan era
of cheap gasoline, cut-rate airfares, and an abundance of college and uni-
versity resources. This era is gone forever in spite of the reluctance on
the part of some of us to admit it. The coming decade will apply the coup
de grace. The 1980's will bring gasoline prices of $2 to $3 per gallon, and
airfares at approximately double their mid-1970's level. The debate budget
of almost all colleges and universities will fall far short of these escalating
costs. In addition, America's colleges and universities are on the brink of
a new eraone that demands a different set of operational questions. The
time of plenty is over; the time of scarcity is here! This doesn't involve
speculation. One simply needs to read the handwriting on the wall. The
number of 18-year-old Americans will fall by 19 percent over the next 10
years.' Yet, the gap.between-costs and the revenues derived from tuition,
gifts, and taxation will continue to grow. In the face of such pressures,
forensic budgets in the 1980's are unlikely to remain abreast of inflation;
in fact they may become an easy target for cost conscious administrations.

One probable outcome is the return to regional tournament circuits
the kind of compact tournament schedules -which characterized collegiate
debate during the 1950's and early 1960's and which typify high school
debate today. The active and reasonably funded program may still attend
one or two national invitational tournaments, but most df its resources
would he channeled into quality regional competition. The National De-
bate Tournament is unlikely to he affected by this change. The revival of
the regional tournament circuits is not necessarily bad. Most college de-
baters can profit (maximize personal growth opportunities from such an
experience. In fact, it is safe to say that substantial resources are currently
wasted on select national tournament opportunities which are unwarranted
based on the individual participant's research commitment, skills devel-
opment, and intellectual maturation. In addition, revival of regional tour-
nament circuits carries at least one positive, residual impact: broader par-
ticipation in competitive debate. One of the unfortunate consequences of
the drift to a national invitational circuit has been the emasculation of
regional debate. Colleges and universities which could notor would
notmake the shift from a regional to a national level found themselves
relegated to the "backwater" of intercollegiate debate. Some withdrew
their resources and their support from competitive debate. The revival of
the regional debate circuit might bring some of them back. In any case,

'Gary A. Creinke, Prospects for Lutheran Iligher Education at the Dawn of a
;New Era," The Cresset (November, 1979), p. 12.
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the financial squeeze is here and the national invitational circuit is sure
to feel its impact. This trend has already set in. The 1979-1980 debate
season wits characterized by declining participation at virtually every na-
tional invitational tournament. This is sure to accelerate during the 1980's.

Maintaining instructional expertise will prove especially difficult during
the next decade. All forecasts agree: due to declining enrollment, fewer
teaching positions in higher education will open during the 1980's. In
addition, movement between institutions, once the tool for the revitali-
zation of faculties, will virtually cease in the face of a tightening job market
and the slow lint sure elimination of tenure (for newly hired staff) in higher
education. These prospects are especially onerous for collegiate debate as
a result of the short life span and high "burnout" rate of coaches. The ques-
tion is: how will colleges and universities provide for replacement of those
who choose to terminate their debate coaching functions but remain in
their teaching jobs? In all likelihood they can't replace such persons. Thus,
we will see an increase in the proportion of temporary coaches (law and/
or graduate school students who are temporarily hired to coach) and the
discontinuance of some programs altogether. The debate community must
respond to this development. Through its national organizations it must
work closely with Colleges and universities to apprise them of available
debate coaches; and it must provide training and regenerative seminars
and programs for the growing number of part-time coaches and faculty
supervisors.

The 1980's will pose significant problems for competitive debate. Three .

trends, involving the continued. proliferation of information; the financial:
squeeze imposed by the escalating costs of tournament travel, coupled with;',
a tightening of college and university budgets in the face of declining',;:
enrollment and taxpayer pressure; and the problem of maintaining instruc-.,,-:
tional expertise despite a sharp reduction in anticipated teaching slots
speech communication, represent substantial challenges to competitive,.
debate during the coining decade. But, we must be resilient, willing and .

able to adapt to these new contingencies. Ifwe do,,and I believe that we:
will, competitive debate will continue to play. anqinstrumental
higher educatiou,,::.

e.
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FORENSICS IN THE EIGHTIES

JAMES W. PRATT AND LARRY G. SCHNOOK

What are the problems and issues' which forensics must face in the '80's?
That is a good question and a complex question. An examination of forensic
activity in the 1970's suggests several trends already evident. They are as
follows:

1: Participation in debate is decreasing, as measured both by number
of schools and number of students.

2. Participathin in individual events is increasing, as measured both by
number of schools and number of students.

3. Tightening energy supplies are influencing travel patterns and
amount of travel as well as use and availability of college facilities.

4. Inflation is reducing the buying power of forensic budgets.
5, Projected enrollment declines and the changing nature of the student

constituency are occurring... .

6. The academic area of speech communication, in which most forensic
Programs find their homes, is changing.

7. We're all getting older, and the new folks who are moving into fo-.
rensics aren't quite the same as we were. .

In attempting to support and analyze each of these trends, we have relied
upon random thoughts, causes, speculations and directions suggested by
each of them.

Participation in debate is decreasing, as measured both by number of
schools and number of students. Why is this happening? The activity is
changing. Topics are becoming broader,. not by their wording or structure,
but because of what coaches/judges are willing to encourage and reward.
Consequently, debaters mtiSt be prepared to encounter a very broad range
of cases, and they must be prepared with evidence. The commitment of
time .and energy required of students who wish to .be even marginally
successful in debate has increased substantially, and that is a discouraging
factor. Few opportunities in debate exist for students unwilling or unable
to commit themselves very extensively to the activity. CEDA, supposedly
directed toward this situation, is not very different. So programs have de-
creased in size, and once-large debate tournaments have disappeared or
shrunk to sizes which, in some instances, are only marginally viable. Eco-
nomic factors are becoming increasingly influential: small programs are
cost-ineffective, tournaments become financial drains on host institutions,
NDT subscription fees contribute less to that organization. Structural.
changes have little impact: while coaches/judges continue to endorse these
behaviors, debaters will continue to behave in that way. Financial con-
straints may be most likely to produce change.

Participation in individual events is increasing, as measured both by
number ofo.chools and numberaf students. This is directly related in part
to the decline in debate. Individual events participation has attracted some
of those who are discouraged by the demands of debate. In addition, IE
has a broader appeal than does debate because of the variety of events

Jaines W. Pratt is Director of Forensics at the University of Wisconsin River Fulls.
Larry C. Schnoor is Director of Forensicsat Mankato State University: .
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offered. And it is possible to do well in IE without the amount of involve-
ment now required in debate. IE is simpler administratively, because
entries,. are typically individuals rather than teants;:,'and because tourna-,
ments'Aon't require even numbers. It is also mote:.'cost-efficient than is
debate, which often makes securing funding easier and mitigates some of
the effects of budget cuts and inflation. The advent of national tourna-
ments, the inciease in the number of events available, and the standard-
ization of event rules (largely. because of the national tournaments) all
contribute to increased size. The'trend of growth seems to be well estab,,
Lished.
, Tightening energy supplies are influencing travel patterns and arnount,,

of travel as well as use and availability ofcollege facilities. Many seli`oolS'
must operate forensic programs under.offieial (or unofficial) travel restric-
tions. Location of tournament, as well as size and scope of tournament
always considerations in tournament selection=become more and more
important. .The generally greater availability of college vans has helped
somewhat. The decline of rail travel and the increasing costs of air travelkeep public transportation a relatively unattractive option. There is no
reason to believe that travel restrictions will ease; most likely. they will
become more severe. The effect on tournaments-in isolated lei..7ations and
on tournaments which seek national participation will be harmful. Use and
availability of college Facilities For tournaments is partially related to en-
ergy and partially to changing use patterns. Increasingly, college facilities

.1:are'beinktised for classes for longer periods each day and on evenings and
wFuketails,,Vewei, new buildings are being constructed because of pro-

. Ject',,e.nr.ollment'deelines. Administrators are often more reluctant to
.,;(if)0 aid.heat buildings. during tournaments ... ). So the trend of shorter'.
,.,atid7or:mifte;conceritrated tournaments, the disappearance of tournaments :.

Which begirt,:O4Tliursdays, the increase of tournaments which extend,.
through 'Suntlak.,W4Etrobably continue. The developmept of .utti-day tour, ..
naments, both'iotilFb*.itild, individual events may lucOte a pattern, that ':::
will develop in tlios.e!,ti'fkas 'iif the tuition where enottgh scl ools exist''t6 ...',
make it feasible It's not all, ad, of course. Students won't miss as many'
classes while they particiBut then, coaches will sacrific more and
more of what resetnbles',a tiarrtial life.

.

Inflation is reducing theVrillying power offorensic2budgets. hat needs
to be said about inflation Its e .14ct began to be felt in the late trs and is
bound to continue-well ,iniollih, 80's, regardless of which politici 1 party is
inolfice. How will,it affect fOrimsic programs? Many forensic Inn gets will
be reduced or held fixed. Those fortunate programs receiving i creaseswill rarely be able to keep .e;,With inflirtion. Everybody will become111
more and more adept.iitcost- tting. Some wi41 eliminate certain\ tourna-
ments; some will restrict Qartielpation. Some will turn from the higher cost
debate to lower -ebst,iiiitlivitlual events. Some will try to cut costs at each
tournament liy;reaticing liVi f indards or requiring participants \to pay
more. SoitneFyiTitl begin mime ingprojects as.a team effort while 'others

,will simplY kaiisi.i6id....W1-- er,,tliti case, all forensic programs will Teel
the e eets itiO,Itio

Prop 'hid eirralri& r, arid the changing nature of the student
constitu lieu, ore" ti): rp.;.cipg..:4;'veryoue 'seems terrified of enrollibent de-
clines. Cutligtks,.:,lit prograiris, 'staff, funding, facilities in anticipation of a
bleaker tomorrow Seent, to be theAluieTol the day. Een at growing insti-
tutions, the:foiling i,s. Often Arat tirs,groWth, will soon end. So the outlook
for increased futitlintOtaffitT,, fciliries,' etc., for forensics isn't ton good.

, ,.. ...
,4 ' .
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Certainly there's a shift in the nature of the student body: more relatively
older folks, more working students, more nontraditional students. What-
ever the changes, we need to keep .alert of whether we're serving our
constituency. If it changes, does our program change? It had better.

The academic area of speech communication, in which most forensic
pi-ograms uji their bonzes, is changing. Time was once when almost
everyone in the field of speech communication had a background in debate
and forensics. Not any more. It is our perception that lots of folks in the
field look down on the activity and considertt unimportant or peripheral.
Why waste money sending interpers out to a tournament when that money
could be paying for computer time for some empirical researchright? We
think it is pretty clear, that the field of speech communication has broad-
ened and has moved away from the performance aspects once very central.
Whether that is good or had is another question, but we think it is descrip-
tively accurate. The often unquestioning support for debate and forensics
that one might find within a department in the past aren't the're any more.
There are competing programs and interests for limited reliources, and
there is no universal acceptance of the value of forensips. So we may need
to do a better selling job, or justification job, or whatever.

We are all getting older, and the new folks who are moving into foren-
sics aren't quite the smile, as we were. Which brings us to /the new gen-
eration. They're not the same. (Again, whether that's good or ad is anotherb
question.) There's a great deal of turnover among program

i
irectors (if we

put aside the Pratts, Schnoors, Nobles, and Armstrongs forfavihile, as we
already have the Walshes)..People get burned out, or are recognized for
their great talents and transformed into deans or presidents. Some seek
fame and fortune (usually fortune); in ;the world of business. Most people
don't. look upon directing forenSicS'g4§;.;1,ehoice assignment.i We think there
is less of the. combination of speech academic background and forensics
participation background among new directors. Emphasis on forensics in
graduate programs in speech is not as great as it was. Too bad. Maybe
some:of us will keep on lending stability, enjoying it as we do, or maybe
We'll all become antique dealers.

.There we are: a nice stream-of-consciousness discussion. Everything i:4
of course, purely speculative and unsupportable ... but we do feel it pro-
vides a graphic view of what directors of forensic programs will have to
address in the coming decade.

,
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GOING PUBLIC: ACCOUNTABILITY
IN THE 1980'S

ROBERT 0. WEISS

Forensics is manife Y a valuable and worthwhile educational endeavor.
This statement con ituting for our purposes an established truth, the de-
cade of the 1980's might well be the time for forensics. to "go public," to
improve not only its public image, but also the public service of which it
is capable. In order to reestablish itself in the public realm, forensics will,
in the first instance, need to become visible enough so that what is being
done in the field is open to scrutiny and, one would hope, to approval and
appreciation. In the second place, it must increase substantially its sensi-
tivity to the needs and expectations of its various constituencies.

For one thing, the field may find it absolutely necessary, not merely.
desirable, to give a good account of itself. "Accountability," which has
become a watchword at all levels of education, requires that any activity
be able to justify itself openly in terms of results, and no more than any
other academic enterprise can forehsics stay hidden from sight or merely
say "trust me" to those whom it is presumed to serve. The 1980's will be
a good time to be especially accountable.

The foremost accountability for forensics is to the institution whibh sup-
ports it. The school, especially if it is under pressure from accountability
forces, will of course be looking for the quantified data which forensics
can easily provide regarding the number and type of students served,
events sponsOred and participated in, faculty and staff commitments, and
how the money was spent. Where measured outcomes are stressed, foren-
sics will also find it wise to increase its attention to procedures for mea-
suring and reporting publicly the effects of the activity upon those who
take part.

Furthermore, being accountable to the institution which supports the
program means being sure that what happens at a'forensics tournament is
defensible in terms of normal expectations about the nature of debate and
individual events speaking. In a debate, for instance, normal emlectations
would probably include having the speakers.talk explicitly about the topic
set forth in the proposition, seeing the fundamental issues addressed, and
finding the arguments comprehensible. The best test for coaches and
judges to. apply is this old standard: "Would I be proud to have my col-
leagues witness this event as an example of what I am trying to teach?"

One of the more embarrassing incidents in college debate a few years
ago stemmed from the request for a copy of an NDT final round by a
government official who waa interested in wage and price controls and
who had to be told that the debate in questihn was only peripherally
related to the announced subject) This happened mainly because debate.

Robert 0. Weiss is Professor of ComrnimicatiOn Arts and Sciences and Director
of Forensics at DePauw University.

' Stan Rives, "More About Squirrels," Journal of the American Forensic Associ-
ation, 9 (Summer 1972), p. 291. The debate itself wit, marked by this presumably.
ironic negative dismissal of the topicality issue, "I've been debating a lot of cases
this year, and I. would like to say that this is the only one'that is clearly in the spirit
of the resolution, and I would like to congratulate tfir gentlemen from UCLA for
finally debating the topic." Journal of the American borensic Association, 8 (Sum-
mer. 1971), p. 15.
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had become too cloistered for its own good. In other instances, expecta-
tions have been violated by debates which wer,e superficial and by
speaking performances no more than exhibitioniltk. Going public will
mean that outskters will be able to introduce judgiiiipts on these things.
An additional advantage will be that really good debates and speeches,
which now too often bloom unseen,. will in the 1980's have a Innader
exposure.

Not only must forensics be accountable to those who support it institu-.
tionally, but it also has a direct responsibility to the student participants'
themselves., Since the baSic principle that the education of students is its
foremost objective is generally agreed upon in forensics, the 1980's may

. well be a period for reinforcing that principle. There has been a perennial
danger of putting the system first, of setting up a program and then re-
cruiting, cajoling, impressing and paying students to take part in it. Direc-
tors tire tempted to feed the habit of octoholic debaters who are hooked
on tl hope of getting higher, so to speak, in the elimination rounds,
or to exploit the individual events contestants who are "SP trophytropic
that they don't know Mtn to quit. On the one hand, recruiting and
publicizing the values of forensics will always be a vital necessity, and
coache's indeed do many students a great personal favor by encour-
aging them to participate; but on the other hand there are participants who
should be required to vary the events they enter or even to do something..
else beside forensics.

To bring about the needed accountability, the most useful stet) will be
letting more fresh air into both debate and individual events tournaments.
Inviting audiences to attend, requiring sp'eech-communication classes to
be there, even merely going hack to using timekeepers, may be helpful if
directors and debaters will pay attention to what the listeners say after-
ward. Colleagues in communication and in other fields, whether or not
they are judging, are willing to provide critiques of the cogency and sal-
iency of arguments. Furthermore, going public should mean that forensics
events, especially at, the championship or "prestige" level, should be
judged increasingly by those whose credentials are firmly established
through a substantial background of experience in public life or, at the very
least, in the forensics community. One additional practice, that of publish-
ing the text and critiques of the NDT finals and of other major events
(e.g., the Winning Orations of the Interstate Oratorical Association),

' has already proven to be an exceptionally helpful safeguard for pub-
lic responsibility in forensics.2

Accountability to the whole student body of an institution means reach-
ing out to field ways in which all students can participate, whys in which
debate and other speech activities can contribute to the intellectual and
social excitement of campus life. The forensics program deals with ideas
and controversy, two of the staples of an academic community. Debaters
can argue about issues like intermediate grades and coed housing, 'which
are of concern and interest to the immediate campwi, as well as other
public issues which come 'to the center of attention from time to time, such
as whether women should be drafted or solar energy developed. They may
even help student philosophers consider whether existence is prior to
essenctN

Having met a responsibility in this way on the campus, forensics is in

2 Footnote 1 would not have been possible without, this practice.
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a position to provide something of the same servicts-fol:41)Fuader com-
munity. When a piddle issue is important, speakers Who'hayiv been trained
to search for the best evidence, to locate the.central issues, and to produce
appropriate counter responses, as well as to communicate effectively, can
set forth these issues fOr community audiences and 4wups in ways which
will facilitate rational publicittiiude formation and decision making. Per-
suasive speakers who are committed. to a cause or have personal experi-
ences which are compelling can provide new viewpoints and feelings to
other than contest judges. Students who have developed dramatic readings
bring literature to a wider audience and enrich lives. that way, giving ef-
fectiveness to the literature and not just to the pp-former.

Anotlier way;in which forensics seepr.'l.e.ildy 40' public is in the pub-
lication of tlioiries which emerge freiitr the actiOky:Thus, the practices,.
which have li'dt% invented in a labokitiiry4ike environment may
through publication in a wider *mini, and their applicability to the pro-
cesses of public communication..Ad decision making may be further eval-
uated. As these theiiries are 1miught forth systematically in forensics pub-
lications, and all of the l'okUsics journals seem to be headed in that
direction, those that inee:.iffieftesf of academic scrutiny and challenge may
continue on into the mafiristre'arn of rhetorical theory.

It should be noted Oat 'responsiveness to the demandS of accountability'''
should in no way Mean abandoning confidenwoorul integrity in the field.
Certait4, perfonnlincestrO*iining exercises to'be judged,.N
by-111e. Ktiltiditional effects they produce and bOt tiji public standards which
th4..-170.iaiO(3,7e'q ready to meet. In addition, no forensics prograM should
alloW itsli"::.tO be it the mercy of demands,. such as those which.big-time.

othletics tac,:eS, for,results determined by.S"irPorficial measures such as won
and loss records. Nor shoul&any forOsiesIprogram be forced into the
apossible situation of addresspg its jiistifiLitions to enormf*gents-'' who
simply want .to divert budgetslind faculty positions to ffiVjr oWn esoteric
projects. With confidence and integrity, the thing to look for in the 1980's
will be a set of activities based upon usound and defensible rationale and
resulting 'in genuin4.i educational experiences designed to meet the needs
of institutions, students, and society as a whole.

Going public means that what forensics is doing well will be out in the
open for all to benefit from and enjoy and that what it is not doing so well
will be changed in' the light of piddle scrutiny. This program constitutes
both our expectation and our recommendation for the 1980's.
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INTERCOLLEGIATE FORENSICS IN THE 1980'S:
A BRIEF LOOK INTO A MURKY

CRYSTAL BALL

TENNYSON WILLIAMS

e.

Given my reluctance to describe intere011egiateitorensics in the-1970;
it should come as no surprise that I anfteyen mot relOctlint to 'predict the
future. The only prediction for Which.I.41,be to be held accounts
able is that most of the predictions weheiirUbOut intercollegiate forensit.s.
in the '80's will not come true. just as the -'70's survived the dire pre,dic.=:
tions of many people, so will the '80's. Changes will occur but I suspect'`
they will not of the magnitude ana, perhaps not even in the direction.
we may predict. :

As we enter the '80's we are, as usual, accompanied byprophets of doom.
Some say that declining enrollment will. be reflected in reduced travel
budgets and fewer student participants. Rapidly, increasi uirlin fares
are said to foreshadow an end to the national circuit. In y more pessi-

:, misticlnoods I am inclined to agree,.that :int rcollegii. forensics .faces a
;dinu.ftitilie after all declining enrollniiiiits,:Atid increasing es cannot

clenied..klowever, in those periods when my.: crysta' ball gp I Ice, :I.
fliuil.,tiucliter,sting those:predictions with some of the togt$r of in

1e.,.itielined to agree with them. .-
.

seems fur morp.Iikely to Me that declining enrOilMentS.4ilf.ropan 'the
arts collegerather than radically 'reduCid,'

enrollments at all collegeS'. The colleges 'which survive will be,thoSe
maintain standards of excellence, including active form-isles progrOni..
Empty dormitory -rooms at larger state-supported universit
expensive substitutes for motels for housing tournament Cost-
'conscious. directors of forensics may not travel to maj r natio al tourna-
ments every.weekend but, conscious. also of the need for quality compe-
tition, they willbe. able to travei'fur on occasion. Ye., there cause to '

foreseedark cloittftS.in the '80's, but-there is also cause to expect some rays
of sunshine.

I fully expect critics of.the National Debate Tournament to continue and
perhaps to escalate their attacks on that not soviMerable institution. There.
probably will be efforts within the Ame.ridan'Nitoic Association to.de-
crease its support of the NDT; there mailie'Utteiflpfs to abolish it entirely.
There ure times when I share the sentiiikents of NDT detractors, but I
remain convinced that it serves a necessary purpose. Implicit within fo-

:.:.,rensic coMpetition is the notion thattlie 'Primary standard for excellence
qi comparative. Debaters antnay, ,needto know who is best. If the

--;s:NDT were abolished by e AFA, it iVauld rise phoenix-like under'the
auspices of DSR-TKA or some less benign leadership. AFA members re-
alize that the NDT or its successor will continue to set-the pattern followed
by other tournaments; that realization should make them want to retain
some measure of influence over how the NDT is,conduCted. In any event,
I think it is safe to predict that we will have the NDT to kick around
throughout the '80's.

Tennyson Williams is Director of Intercollegiate Forensics at 1s/Iacalester College.
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..
.As'...1,'noten in the article On the '70's, there- has beon iin encouraging

i.

kils of that 'trend toward greater interaction between
rt,n.iFtilwaed using argument to, develop ,theory. My wurky etystal hall

:ftwe
in.our professional journals and what is. Practiced among

rOcicirit..1t is quite possible that we may even begin to use tournament
Coniiipfitidri-as not only the teaching laboratory of the '70's but also as a

H,.'reearch laboratory of the '80's.
Having begun this fantastic voyage, 1 am tempted t6 it( cfti to predict the

Abolition of rebuttal speeches, the 1989 stwerbowl bait ing,c'h,-)A: and
Tt,..ALUI',.(21)(tippions, and nationally televised elnnination r nios, every Sun-

after'noon. However, Jost droptioirmy crystal 1)L111 aid will have to
_,-.:kilve such predictions to others wleo.aie:more prescient Ian I.
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FORENSICS IN ,THE EIGHTIES
CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS

I ),\ VID ZA1111,SKY

.

In large vitt, the nature' of forensics s will hc by
the traditions of earlier years. future will he governed by
forces not iitiv fOresesii. Hence It be to Pretend to oiler de-
finitive specidStions 2ilsout what is'to conic, NevertlitJeoiitis.not hard to

. discern pressiires,and trends 'vIticli undoubtedly swill be initiortant ill de-
ternittrin}, the shaPt of our field over the next decade. In this- esay; I wish
to,tocti,s. 0 0litre such events: economic pressures, declining

cnetitetrtrg° demands for student and lasnIty interest ant time. Rel'-
ogti-149,1i of these forces, zn'id,ereatiVe inh4tioationein responding to them,
may leave forensics in a far stronger poi.jtion t11:41 it norm' enjoys. On the
other indifference :to the pressures tira,laissVz fain! approach to them
will iii,tke forensics vulnerable to calls. for retretiOnnent t,ik.,.eliutination of
expensive programs.

I 7
AEconomic Pressures ;

It is a eiminionplace to assert that the 1960's were boom years for ethi-.
cation. Aszchildren of the postwai. -baby boom- reached adolescent-011nd
adulthood, expanded educational pr.ograripand oppoditnitics were.:need,,7
cd, and significant infusionsThl governrricitf -funds made them posilyle.
Since :in expanding ccono14;einised ti' reci,itiitcs to increase, spending

.nitirt money on education wa, And the relative price
stability during the decade meant that schools could make real gains at

,..:01;dively small cost.
'flow distant, how.otO'rm..t,411y, this whole scenario scents! The doipi-

-,,4ent fact of our econtnnieltiftl.tin. the past several years has been apprtlx-
imately a ten percent annit41-rate.of iftfiljtion. Far worse than general in-
flatiop has been the ninellh.fgher rate of price increases for energy.
AirgVint-fares, for example, have increased by MOW than 50% over the
past.feW-'y' ears; the coSt of gasoline is now double what it was in far-off
1978; Food'prices likewise hays c re ased fiist.c'tsthan ovntalkinfhdion, and
moot rates fill' WWI% and motels have not lagged far btiP4n1.44,,seems the
better part of realism to recog4ize that these increases ati.:-Iikely to con?
tinne

,%Maury sectors of society have !teen 'intlexed- for inflation, either for-
Mally or informally, but fnrcusic< budgets are.itot among them. Like' the

:Alerly,' a forensics program survives onit "fi.4.41 income.- Budgets that
....may,have been adequate fo'support a broad-based program as recently as

years ago trtN,W find themselves ravaged by persistent inflation. Fo-
--rensics directors lixnally are skilled advOcates and in many cases have tt

'Succeeded in gaining approval fpr, Inidget increases.(though seldom keep-
.jug pace with inflation). In the however, directtritt efforts to secure
Compensatory budget increases seem less likely to Sttcceei.,"beciitsie Of
irilliition:s impact on public serviCes in general.

David Zarefsky is!Associate. Professor and Chair of the Department of clipunu-
ideation Studies it Northwstvgn University. lie was Director of Forensic at Noi-th-
western from 1970 to,147.5:
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- Individuals litid,theniselves financially strappc4 one way seemingly
tai ease their burdens is-through tax relief. The -anti-government-ethos
which is npw popular ceitainly w'ould.justify shills of resources front the
public to the private stctor. Asa response to tax relief pressures, or in tfio
hope, of forestalling them, state legislatures have imposed budget econ;

Annie,. These tiftun are imposed on all state Mstittitions with the local
. campus officials. given discretion as td MICE(' to Illakt' the (IWO ThCif

i'll0115 :tre made harder btcanse many budget items are uncontrollabl.e.
utility.cOsts, labor costs for workers tinder union contr'acts, and
scorching for programs. which (;:oillti be cut by a local institution' to effeet::
the needed savings, forensics ()Go an inviting targi.t. It is relatively
50.116 Powerful eoPstitueucY on tlt!i!Pus iS likely to he olThiltitd. It ;iPPears
tai In:expensive per student, so great savings could be achieved by scaling
dowel .or.itholishing the nrograni. And the laments over the 4satl state of
111011C111 (101)att which have ,tppeart.,t1 over.,th years in this jourind arul
elsewhert could provide the pretext for clothing decision iii
academic garb.. -

Although I write of public colleges and univtrstties, 1 should make plain
that the Saint' pressures will apply to private institutions as well.- Instead
of legislative action as the impetus, concern over what the tuition: market
will bear,.and'about the growing liscrepan6y in cosrbetwen publii and
private schools, will lead an institutlim to increase its tuition by less than
the overall tate OrIllflati011. Since it usually is not very.nleaniogful to think

-prOductivity- gains in academe, the institution then Must make internal ;

- cutbacks or realignments in Older to achieve the needed savings to balance
0..

. its budget.
Even if thes drastic scenarios do not play out, schootS with relatively

smb/c budgets will find themselves in imiCh the same. Predicament, Each
year it is Possible to do less and less, so the5,prograin is faced with clf-
Unposed cOntraCtions. Attrition rather than the butiget-cutter's ax produces `

aPproxiniately the saine result. At some point, the forensics directo,ror the
administration may decide that continuing the program is not worth it. I

feat that many, currently viable programs, if left to their own devices, may
face this sear( of'slow dvath.

The signs are already about us. Tourilalneuts are smaller: there are fewer
of .them; a gien school wild. attend fewer of them and send fewer teams
to those which it enters. Tlice trends, in my opinion, do not signify merely
shiftiog tastes; they are adjustments made necessary by fiscal emergency.
So far, to the bust of my knowledge, tiP4e has been uo organized response
1, y'.. the forensics cdiiiiniAlity to these probleins. As a point of pride, ifidi-
vithial difectors are titling what they can to assure that their tournaments
will be among the last to go',Curtailment or el imina0on of-others' programs
Js greeted with little more than collective hand-wringing, But an individ-
ualist strategy of response is likely tollurt everyone in the long run. It will
produce a great disparity. 'between a few large; well-support-0, -Power-
house- programs and a great mass of virtually inert ones. SuO a situation
w.ill not help that great mass of programs. Nor will it help the -power-
houses.- Without places, to send beginning or intermediate-level.Atudents

,, to competition, they will from the foundation. Without the prestjge
resnitingfroni distinction in au aeltivity in which a avide range of schools
participate, they may lose support from the top. Any*forensics, program has
an interest in the health of all programs, and yet reliance on market forces
and individual decisions may produce a circumstance. which is to the det-
riment of all.
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We need to combine our energies and talents to figure .twit, as a enny'.
'mina!, how to maintain strong programs in the, fac4eof nurelAiting

The' mo h.t.v.iiwo modifications in wt. 110W do, such as
ilgreeing to Asorte'n the season (so that the remaining oppornmities for
compyition are stronger ratheethan all opportunities being a hit weaker),
scheduling contesti to fake inot1 advantage of "swings," or taking more
alkantage deregulation to search out discount fares.. Other re-
sponsesmight involve rethinking the structure of current programs. Per-
haps we can find list's ,91 communications technology which minimi7e the
need for travel. '11'1111'1)s we can redesign the tournament to doon a larger
scale uilint it did in the Depression years: providing more cinnpetitive
oRpOrtunities at lowersost, Perhaps we can make more use of public for-
ums, speakers'Zrueats-, and consultation With business and industry, not
as altern'aives' to tournament competition but as additional sources. of
rovenue.

Whether tlut041titillt'S can best be addressed by a special committee of
the ,Aintrican Foren,sic Association, by the leadership the various
forensic orgntlizations, by another National Developmental Conference,
or aay voluntary action of groups. of forensics teachers and coaches, is a
iliickstion I leave tk, others. My conviction is that the issues must Be ad-
dreted by the c?Ogniuniity as a whole. No program can go it alone, and
",ruggeil individualism; is likely to produce results which would Be to our
universal disadvantage.

Declining Enrql1Tents

All readefA. of this journal are familiar with the demographic projections
or decline in the uumber of-high school and college-age youth throughout
the l980's..Thost who live in or near the major urban centers oldie North-
east and Midwest already; have experienced the impact of this problem at
first' hand, as elementary,schools and now high schools bade closed their
doors. As enrollment tleclines.extend upward to the college level, we are
likely to witness more aggressive competition for students, smaller en-
rollments, and 'in some cases the demise of holn institutions. Only in
those regions now prospering from in-migration Call we expect to see much
birth or expansion of programS, and even there the gains may be short-,
lived,

Contraction of the student population threatens forensics in several
way :s. The most obvious, of course, is. the closing of a school with an active
program, since that means that there is one fewer strong program:. But the

j..Inther effects may be even more serious. In most if not all strifes, funds
in:nibble to high s'clioot districts are dependent in part on enrollment. A
drop in enrollment in ns a dr*Op in'state aid. Unfortunately, however,
operating costs do not decline commensurately with enrollment. Some
costs art' fixed; sonic increase uncontrollably as the'result of inflation: It's
not uncommon,Jherefore, to find schoOl districts wrestling with the prob-

.),? lem of where to make program cuts to ofTset the loss in state aid: Deter-
' mnilting what to cut is often a political decision, although clothed in a rhetoric

of 'basics,- "fundamentals,7 and areational priorities. By this reasoning,
vstraeurriculai programs wnuld he the first to go, and among those pro-
grams, activities which have a small and often not vocal
the ocommunity would make the easiest targets. In probably the majority *
of Alnerican high schools, debate and forensic activities rern4in purely
extracurricular. Despite our conviction that forensics is frilly at the heart
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of a good liberal arts education, the activity appears to many as a -frill,-
andalbeit valuablean expensive one at that.

Even where forensics programs have'a curricular base, we have not fully
succeeded in convincing school administrators of the wisdom of conceiv-
ing of speech communication as a basic, fundamental skill. It is more likely
to be viewed in the sante category with dance, art, nuisic, drama, and
:ulvanced study of foreign languages: commendable activities, 'and nice
when we can afford them, but not the essentials of education. In most high
schools, speech remains an 'adjunct of the English Department %%Inch
could be printed if necessary as a budgetary measure. Vheit forensics loses
its base in the curriculum, not only does it lose a natural source of students
but it is forced to exist as an extracurricular organization subject to the
vicissitudes noted above.

School districts with declining enrollments will experience reduction's
in the teaching fOrce, usually on the basis of lowest seniority rather than
merit or even specialized abilities And talents. Because of the i'musual time
and energy demands involved in forensics coaching, there is more turnover
among coaches than among teachers in general. When etas are made,
coaches may find themselves at the bottom of the fabled seniorjty ladder.
The loss of a coach may mean the loss of a program, or it may mean the
reassignment of the program to a teacher who had a speech course once
in college but is neither knowledgeable of', nor committed to,.forensics, and
who accepts the assignment under duress. Such assignments may placate
concerned parents or salve the conscience of administrators in the short
run, but they seldom angur well for the long -tern survival and health of
a program.

Some might argue that intercollegiate forensics might not be harmed by.,
these developments at the high school level. It might even be suggested
that college programs could gain by getting debaters who are fresh, not
-burned out by an intense high-school experience, and not encumbered
by loyalty to an old high-school coach. To me, such a view is fundamentally
mistaken. First, high school programs supply many of the students who
become involved in intercollegiate forensics. Were high,school programs
not :wadable and the students to develop tither interests-instead, who is
to say that they would be receptive to forensics when they arrived at the
collegiate level? Second, while intercollegiate forensics is 'and always
should be available to those With no previous experience, our theory and
practice have been allowed to become far more sophisticated by virtue of
the fact that array students will have a good working knowledge of' the
basics so that we can begin on the basis of assumed knowledge. And, third,
the demographic trends described here will not cease at the high school
level. What happens to our colleagues may be a dress rehearsal for what
happens to us.

Again, except for individually improvised Measures to deal with this
problem, we seem is a community not to have faced up to its dimensions.
And individual approaches arc less likely to be successful if' not buttressed
by professional norms.. We need to he thinking about short courses and
continuing education programs for the 'teacher suddenly thrust into the
responsibility of' the fOrensics program. We need to find more ways to
harness the energies of college debaters in working with high school stu-
dents, without sacrificing the leadership and direction that can come best
front a professional teacher or coach. We need to investigate the consoli-
dation of activity programs within school districts. We must search for ways
to make institutes, workshops, and clinics even more useful to high-school
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programs whiCh may 1w without professional direction. We need more and
better texts and curriculum guides for the high school level, more seminars
and workshops on coaching techniques, We'need individually. and collec-
tively to lobby for tfie,inereased recognition of speech communication as
an academic discipline, and to argue for the centrality of forensics to the
educational mission, We need to enlist our alumni, many of whom are in
positions of influence, to lend their voices more publicly in support of
forensics programs which may be in jeopardy.

Although no mechanism ever is perfect, it seems tonic, that we have in
place at least some of the organizatimial structure to address these issues,
I refer to the Iligh School AfThirs Committee and the Educational Practices
Committee of the American Forensic Association.. I believe much good
could 1w accomplished if the charges to these committees were refonnu- .

lined so that, together with other interested people and groups, they ad-
dressed themselves to these developmental issues rather than trying pri-
marily to draft a new code of ethics or to police the use of evidence in the
National Debate Tournament.

Competing Demakts

I wish finally to focus on competing pressures perceived by students
and coaches. Although it is an overgeneralization, it seems that today's
students are far more apolitical than were those of a decade agn. There is
less interest among them in public affairs, less knowledge in depth about
public issues, and less attention to the public consequences of individual
choice and conduct. Instead, the dominant orientation seems to be toward
personal and career development. This "privatization'' of the student body
offers several threats to forensics. First, the public issues about which we
debate seem remote and uninteresting to many students, making it harder
for us to attract participants. Second, some who do participate in high
school may abandon the activity in college, not so much because they don't
like it any more as because they feel compelled to diversify their personal
portfolios by acquiring other skills and experience. And, third, those who
stick with the activity may approach debate topics with less understanding
of their political and philosophical foundations, with the result that tech-,
Meal issues related tO means will be discussed extensively and only scant
'attention will be given to more fundamental questions involving ends.

It is hard to know how to respond to the'se challenges. Certainly, forensics
should not abandon its long-standing concern with public advocacy. Part
of the answer may be to encourage the contimied development of individ-
ual events, whichcompared to debate seem. to depend less on a public
emphasis. Part of the answer may be to consider some,debate topics which
lie at the junction of public policy and individnal.life-style`. Part of it may
be to recruit 'more vigorOusly with the sorts of testimonials we all could
obtain; from our alumni. But, at the base, we need to defend more actively
the need for students to learn about significant public quesions and the
value of participating in forqnsics as a means to that goal. We need more
overt counter-messages which frankly defend theneed to know about pub-
lic policy.

As for coaches, they face strong competing pressures on their time. In
most cases, their teaching loads are not reducetto reflect the full amount
of time they spend on forensicsnor could they be. At more and more
schools, the forensics dirqctor is expected to be a'fully contributing faculty
member active in research and* snholaeShip=4nd this' expectation is
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healthy, both to inspire the research we need in our own field and to make
clear to our colleagues that those in forensics deserve the sanie status and
intellectual respect. as they do. For mist of us, programs are understaffed
and budgets constantly in jeopahly. Teaching, scholarship, and adminis-
trative duties' all constitute :cross- pressures affecting our ability to coach
and manage a forensics program. Since these cross-pressures are unlikely
to dissipate, we most learn to manage them better, s() that the day-to-day
duties of directing a progunn do not drive out our other professfonal com-
mitmnts and needs. \Ve need to manage our own time, taking care to set
aside blocks of time for research and writing. We need to manage the
length and pace of the competitive season so that the whirl Of tournament
travel does not leave us exhausted and overwhelmed. When we (I() not
have ade(piate staff, we mast 1!.. hesitant about making lip for the shortage
by throwing ourselves ev0n pore fully into coaching and travel, to the
neglect of our other duties:; If we are. to be true to all the needs of' our.
profession, then we ninst:kqvffiose needs in careful perspective.

We also .must make onr:ptofe.sional organizations more efficient, so that
the time we devote to or).;anizational responsibilities is no greater than it
needs to be for the good Orthe:profession, I seriously wonder whether we
need every last ode of ilie'fi)11(ksiiiig,..organizations: the. SCA Forensics
Division, the American roteiisic',ASSociation with its structure of commit-
tees and its regional subsitllorie's,-the National Forensic Association:, three
separate Prensic honorary. societies, the National Forensic League the
National Catholic Forensic League, the Cross-Examination Debate Asso-
ciation, and regional amktate leagues too numerous to list. Such a plethora
of organizations, in my viewiranns us. more than it helps. It fragments our
loyalties and our energies, and it causes us to spend 11101r12 time than we
need on housekeeping, business meetings, committee assignments, and
administrative detail: Sonic of each of' these things is essential, bin I find
our cnrrent balance not Very healthy. Perhaps during the 1980's we will
take steps to consolidate some organizations, to streamline functions and
procedures, and really to consider whether we beed all the groups and
activities we've allowed to develop over the years. Surely we can get
more bang for the Bock as far as our orAanizational commitments go, so

that more of our tinie would be available to respond to other competing
needs.

Conclusion

I have tried to suggest three major challenges whiettiI think confront
forensics in the 1980'seconomic forces, deniogrtril trends, and the
competing pressures which students and coaches face. How we will re-
spond to these challenges is by no means a foregone conclusion. \Ve can
ignore them, so that they work their will On our activity capriciously. \Ve
can resist them, or regard them as matters for individual attention only. Or
we can try to anticipate them, acting instead of only reacting, bringing. the
combined intelligence uncl imaginatiOn of the forensic community to bear,
on a Set of problems that affect us all.
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